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Yamazaki Mazak has been awarded 

Employer of the Year at the 2018 

Industrial Cadets Awards, beating 

the likes of Airbus, the RAF, Airbus 

and Tata Consultancy Services to 

the accolade. The awards were 

presented by HRH The Prince 

of Wales and celebrate both the 

achievements of young people who 

have completed their nationally 

accredited work-based experience 

programmes.

One of just two accolades open to 

employers, the Employer of the Year 

award recognises companies that 

have demonstrated outstanding 

engagement with young people and 

the Industrial Cadets initiative, as 

well as illustrating best practice in 

employer engagement on the work 

experience STEM agenda.

Dave Barnett, Learning & 

Development Manager at Yamazaki 

Mazak, commented: “To be 

awarded Top Employer by such a 

prestigious organisation, beating the 

likes of Airbus, the RAF and Tata in 

the process, is a real testament to 

Mazak’s commitment to the next 

generation of engineers. It was 

a great honour to welcome HRH 

The Prince of Wales to Mazak’s 

Worcester facility in 2013, and to 

receive the award from him today is 

extremely special.”

www.mazakeu.co.uk

Lantek is collaborating with Balliu, a 

Belgian manufacturer of laser cutting 

machines for sheet metal, to provide 

its customers with management and 

process digitalization solutions (Industry 

4.0). The objective is to help them on 

their path towards digital transformation 

to evolve technologically towards 

advanced manufacturing.

The sheet metal sector is going through 

a stage of great changes, which is 

driving companies to interconnect 

machines, processes and plants 

globally using digital technologies. 

A high level of connectivity and 

integration provides a large amount of 

data and allows manufacturers to see 

production needs in real time, as well as 

to anticipate possible errors and carry 

out more efficient maintenance. The 

tangible benefits of having connected 

factories include a decrease in costs 

and an increase in productivity and 

efficiency. 

www.balliu.be

www.lanteksms.com

Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence 

has announced plans to take its annual 

PC-DMIS metrology software seminars 

to a wider range of locations this year. 

The measurement solutions provider will 

host the events at six venues in England 

and Ireland, beginning in Bristol on April 

24 at the Aztec Hotel & Spa, Aztec 

West, Almondsbury.

The free training sessions for holders 

of Hexagon’s PC-DMIS software 

maintenance agreements (SMAs) will 

include a variety of presentations by 

knowledgeable application engineers 

on topics such as understanding 

constructions.

As well as covering the latest software 

updates and explaining useful PC-DMIS 

tips and tricks, attendees will also be 

able to learn more about Hexagon’s 

online eLearning portal.

SMA seminars will also be held at 

Hexagon’s Silverstone Park sub-

contract facility, Towcester, on May 23 

and at its Telford Technical Centre on 

September 12. The events will follow 

the same format at each location.

.http://www.hexagonmi.com/en-GB/

service-and-support/maintenance-

contracts/software-maintenance

The Bromsgrove-based company – 

which offers thousands of precision 

tooling solutions for milling, turning, 

drilling and threading applications 

under the product brands of Walter, 

Titex, Prototyp and Multiply – says 

joining Made in the Midlands is the 

latest strategic step in Walter GB’s 

continuing progress in the UK.

Managing Director, Ashley Battison 

:comments  “We work closely with 

customers to develop solutions 

for the cost-effective machining of 

components used in the aviation 

and aerospace industries, as well as 

the automotive, energy and general 

engineering sectors. Through our 

Made in the Midlands membership 

we look forward to demonstrating 

our ‘Engineering Kompetenz’ 

at every stage of the machining 

process, as well as our ability to 

create digital process solutions for 

optimal efficiency through Industry 

4.0 initiatives.”

www.walter-tools.com

Southern Manufacturing show 

proved a resounding success for 

Industrial Tooling Corporation Ltd as it 

demonstrated both its expertise and 

ever expanding product lines for the 

micro manufacturing sector. 

ITC’s Andy Boyle comments: “We had 

a huge level of interest and a lot of 

enquiries from manufacturers in the 

automotive, aerospace, medical and 

motorsport sectors. The BIG KAISER 

range of high-precision collet chucks 

was extremely well received, with 

manufacturers recognising the benefits 

associated with high-quality precision 

tool holding. In addition to the BIG 

KAISER product lines, there was a high 

level of interest in the new ITC range of 

micro end mills that have recently been 

developed.”

www.itc-ltd.co.uk  

Measurement Solutions has announced 

the appointment of Andrew Tagg 

as their new Business Development 

Director. Following the recent 

announcement that the business is 

undergoing a re-structuring to better 

meet the needs of the industrial 

measurement market, Andrew Tagg has 

been appointed to take responsibility 

for business development and strategic 

growth of Measurement Solutions in 

the coming years. With over 10 years 

sales experience within the portable 

metrology and 3D scanning sectors, 

Andrew will provide the Company 

with an injection of business and sales 

experience.  

Andrew has been well known 

throughout the UK metrology sector for 

many years and is respected by both his 

work colleagues and competitors alike. 

A focused individual who takes great 

pride in team-leading and achieving 

performance objectives, ultimately 

resulting in rapid sales growth, he 

brings with him a strong reputation 

for recruiting and mentoring young, 

energetic sales teams.

www.measurement-solutions.co.uk

HRH Prince of Wales honours Mazak

Walter GB Joins Made In The Midlands

ITC Gets BIG Gains

New Business Development Director

FANUC UK has launched the latest, 

upgraded version of its intelligent 3D 

simulation software for robot motion 

control. ROBOGUIDE Version 9 

can be used for pre-sale concept 

simulations, right through to a full 

offline programming package for use 

on the shop floor. It is suitable for 

both new, and experienced, robot 

users, and has several advanced 

features, including: a more intuitive 

user interface, the most up-to-date 

virtual controllers, and a drag-and-

drop function for the addition of 

robots and components within a 

work cell layout.

The ROBOGUIDE software can also 

support FANUC’s latest R30iB Plus 

robot controller, which includes the 

new iHMI interface that is common 

across the whole product range.

FANUC’s ROBOGUIDE software 

is based on more than 16 years 

of research and development. It 

allows operators to design, test and 

modify robotic systems through the 

use of a fully-simulated, 3D, CAD 

environment.

www. fanuc .eu /uk /en / robo ts /

accessories/roboguide.

Lantek Collaborates With Belgian 
Laser Manufacturer

The closing of the transaction 

is expected to take place in the 

Spring. Nikon Metrology’s CMM 

activities, with offices in Belgium, 

France, Germany, the UK and the 

USA, represent approx. 25 % of 

the total Nikon Metrology worldwide 

consolidated turnover. Upon closing 

the transaction, all CMM production, 

development, sales and service 

activities, including the CAMIO 

software, will be transferred to ASF 

Metrology, under the ownership and 

management of Angelo Muscarella, 

who has a long and proven track 

3D Simulation Program For 
Robot Control

ASF Metrology Intends To Acquire 
CMMs From Nikon Metrology

record in metrology and especially 

the CMM business. Nikon Metrology 

will continue to serve a number 

of selected accounts as part of a 

strategic marketing partnership 

where both companies will promote 

each other’s products and services. 

All employees mainly dedicated to 

the CMM business, a crucial asset 

to the knowhow of the company, 

are intended to transfer to ASF 

Metrology. 

www.nikonmetrology.com.

More Software Seminars
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Business in Europe is booming 

for Master Fluid Solutions and 

the company is underpinning this 

growth by expanding its sales team.  

The first appointment in this wave 

of investment is Steve Busby who 

joins the company’s European team 

as Business Development Manager, 

UK.

A qualified engineer, Steve joins 

Master Fluid Solutions from Oxford 

Flow, designers and manufacturers 

of pressure control equipment 

based on technology developed at 

The West of England Aerospace 

Forum  announced at its Annual 

Conference & Exhibition that it 

has achieved record membership 

numbers by surpassing the 300 

mark. The event  attracted more than 

220 senior managers and leaders 

from companies throughout the 

aerospace sector, including Airbus, 

GE Aviation, GKN Aerospace, 

Leonardo Helicopters, Rolls Royce, 

and Safran.

The theme of the conference this 

year was “The Challenge of Change”, 

where insights into activities in the 

aerospace sector were provided, 

whether commercial or defence, 

touching on current developments 

and future technologies.

The political, economic and social 

landscape in the UK and globally 

Oxford University.  

Once he has completed his training 

in the UK and at Master Fluid 

Solutions in Perrysburg USA, Steve 

will focus his attention on growing 

the UK market.  His base will be 

Master Fluid Solutions’ European 

sales headquarters at Needham 

Market in Suffolk, a facility that also 

provides world class laboratories 

for application-specific product 

development.

www.masterfluidsolutions.com

is changing beyond recognition, 

and the appetite for international 

trade and collaboration is increasing 

daily. At the conference, businesses 

directly and indirectly impacted 

by these changes, whether 

evolutionary or revolutionary, had 

the chance to make their voices 

count in the debate.

Simon Young, Chief Executive of 

WEAF, said: “The aerospace industry 

is continually soaring, including our 

membership. However with that, all 

businesses are consistently facing 

changes, including the uncertainty 

faced by Brexit. We are here to 

enable companies to make links and 

also network with the experts they 

need to solve each other’s problems 

and explore opportunities.”

www.weaf.co.uk.

Bystronic has developed a new loading 

and unloading system, ByTrans Cross, 

for its fibre laser cutting machines. 

It offers users full automation for 

producing long runs of components 

while retaining the flexibility of manual 

handling for fulfilling smaller jobs. With 

the very high cutting speeds that fibre 

laser technology allows, there is a risk 

that the supply of material and unloading 

of completed parts and skeletons are 

unable to keep up, causing bottlenecks 

and reducing productivity. In such 

cases, maximising the capabilities of the 

machine requires an effective material 

handling system. With ByTrans Cross, 

the key benefit is its flexibility due to the 

modular design. It can be integrated 

between a laser cutting centre and a 

warehouse, but is equally suitable as a 

stand-alone solution to ensure efficient 

supply of raw metal sheets in various 

thicknesses and materials to the laser 

cutting machine. 

 www.bystronic.com

The developer of VERICUT® 

software, is proud to celebrate 

three decades of innovation and 

consistent growth. Headquartered 

in Irvine, California, with 10 wholly-

owned subsidiaries and an extensive 

network of resellers to support 

customers worldwide, the company 

is releasing new CNC simulation 

and optimisation technologies faster 

than ever before.

“CGTech may have started 30 years 

ago, but we continue coming out with 

new products while enhancing our 

core capabilities,” said CGTech Ltd. 

Managing Director Tony Shrewsbury. 

“VERICUT development is driven 

by our customers’ needs, and we 

always encourage input from users 

and partners. We host nearly 50 

free VERICUT user group meetings 

worldwide each year to gather 

valuable customer feedback.”

www.cgtech.com

Geo Kingsbury, is establishing a 

subsidiary in Dubai, Geo Kingsbury 

Middle East LLC, to service the Gulf 

Cooperation Council (GCC) region.

Until now, the agency agreements 

between Geo Kingsbury and all of its 

machine tool manufacturing principals 

covered the UK and Ireland. New 

contracts have been signed to allow 

the wholly-owned daughter company, 

which will be a separate legal entity, 

to carry out similar activities in the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the United 

Arab Emirates, Qatar, Bahrain, Oman 

and Kuwait.

The machines that will be marketed have 

been drawn from Geo Kingsbury’s three 

divisions: Large Prismatic Machines 

(LPM), Milling Turning Grinding (MTG) 

and Additive Manufacturing (AM).

The Dubai subsidiary is headed 

by Regional Director & General 

Manager, Neil Harrington, who has 

long experience working in senior 

management positions in the Middle 

East as well as in Europe and North 

Africa. In particular, he has a track 

record of selling and delivering high 

value, technologically complex plant 

and equipment, ideally suiting him to his 

new position.

 www.geokingsbury.com

Robert Bosch GmbH has awarded 

SCHUNK, the competence leader 

for gripping systems and clamping 

technology with the “Preferred Supplier” 

award in 2017 as well. “The fact that 

we have been the best among Bosch’s 

world-leading suppliers is both valid 

recognition and motivation at the 

same time. The hat trick highlights the 

permanently high performance level 

of our company as a technology and 

development partner all over the globe”, 

Chief Executive Officer/ CEO Henrik A. 

Schunk asserts. “We will do everything 

within our power to defend this title in 

the years to come.”

The “preferred supplier” status in 

the category “Tools” applies to all 

productions and business segments 

of the world’s leading technology 

and service provider. Companies that 

have made a sustainable contribution 

towards improving the competitiveness 

of the Bosch Group over a period 

of several years or more.  The basis 

of the award was a comprehensive 

supplier evaluation, whereby SCHUNK’s 

technical competence, product 

and logistics quality, entrepreneurial 

potential, price-performance ratio, and 

production concept were analyzed. 

www.schunk.com

Vero Software have appointed a new 

Partner Support Engineer, Simon 

Beamish. 

Based in Warwickshire, he is working 

with machine and cutting tool 

companies and academia in the UK, 

providing training and support on 

Vero products. In addition, he will be 

supporting France and Germany with 

partner development.

Having worked previously for a 

SolidWorks Reseller as a Customer 

Success Manager, he is a certified 

SolidWorks CAM Specialist and 

CamWorks certified Support Technician. 

Simon has also achieved Dassault 

Systems Elite AE status, gained while 

working as an Applications Engineer. 

He has delivered various SolidWorks 3D 

CAD certified training courses at sites 

all over the UK, as well as providing 

training in 2.5D milling, iMachining, high 

speed roughing/ milling, high speed 

surfacing and turning modules.

“I’m looking forward to familiarising 

myself with the Vero portfolio and 

working with our machine tool, cutting 

tools and academia partners as we 

strengthen our existing relationships 

further with them.”

Vero’s Strategic Partnership Manager, 

Wesley Tonks, says: “Simon’s previous 

experience and his ability to work with 

partners in integrating Vero products 

into the design and manufacturing 

workflow will provide further value to the 

Vero Partner Team.”

 www.edgecam.com

TRUMPF acquired the laser 

manufacturer AMPHOS. This 

strengthens the TRUMPF portfolio 

of laser products and technologies. 

AMPHOS was founded in 2010 as 

a spin-off of RWTH Aachen and 

the Fraunhofer Institute for Laser 

Technology ILT. AMPHOS develops 

and produces ultrashort pulsed 

lasers with high output power 

for manufacturing and research 

applications. Ultrashort pulsed lasers 

are especially important in electronics 

manufacturing, where they are used 

to produce items such as printed 

SCHUNK “Preferred Supplier”at BOSCH

Master Fluid Solutions Introduces 
New Business Development Manager

WEAF Announce Record 
Membership Numbers

Key Puzzle Piece Boosts the 
Technological Expertise of TRUMPF

circuit boards, displays and cover 

glass. The key to AMPHOS lasers 

is InnoSlab technology, which was 

co-developed by the company’s 

founders while still a part of ILT. 

InnoSlab will allow TRUMPF to 

open up an entire new range of 

parameters for its ultrashort pulsed 

lasers. Headquartered at the 

Herzogenrath technology center in 

Aachen, AMPHOS and TRUMPF 

agreed to not disclose the purchase 

price.

www.trumpf.com

CGTech Celebrates 30-Year MilestoneAutomated Sheet Metal Handling

Selling Solutions in the Middle East

Simon Beamish Joins Vero
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And it is predicting further growth in 2018, including an increase in the number of 

apprentices, which currently stands at 147.

Having started 2017 with 502 employees it closed with 629, which is the third 

successive year the MTC has expanded its workforce by more than 100 employees 

and it is expecting similar numbers this year.

Chief executive Clive Hickman said: “Every year we have shown huge growth as we 

look to keep pace and support the UK manufacturing industry as well as play a vital 

role in developing the engineers of the future via our apprenticeship programme.

“We expect to see our employee and apprentice numbers increase again this year, 

adding to our world class engineers and those at the start of their careers.

“The MTC has been an exciting and rewarding place to work and positions itself as 

one the city’s foremost employers, offering a rich diversity of roles in a flourishing 

and dynamic industry.”

The MTC, which boasts an impressive campus at Ansty Park, is a leading independent 

research and technology organisation and developing cutting edge technologies in a 

range of fields including digital manufacturing, additive manufacturing (3D printing), 

robotics and electronics.

It is currently expanding its existing facilities with a dedicated new base for its Business 

Launch Centre, which will allow it to strengthen its support for manufacturing SMEs 

and start-ups.

In addition, it is enhancing the National Additive Manufacturing Centre, which is 

overseeing a £14m government-backed project to increase the use of additive 

manufacturing in the aerospace industry supply chain.

This has increased the need to bring in engineers to deliver the vast range of projects 

to develop and deliver technology for leading names such as Rolls Royce, Panasonic 

and Amey as well as SMEs – the lifeblood of the British manufacturing industry.

The retirement of Dr Dieter Kress from the MAPAL executive board marks the 

end of an era, because Dr Dieter Kress has shaped MAPAL and paved the way 

for the company’s success. The question of his successor was resolved a long 

time ago. His son, Dr Jochen Kress, has been President of the MAPAL Group 

since 1 January 2018. The company will therefore remain what it always was 

and for what it stands – a family-owned company. Dr-Ing Jochen Kress, born 

in 1975, studied machine engineering at the TU Dresden. Subsequent studies 

as MBA (Master of Business Administration International Management) at 

the Leipzig Commercial College were followed by his doctorate in 2007. Dr 

Jochen Kress has extensive international experience, particularly in the USA 

and Asia. He has been a member of the MAPAL executive board since 2008.

“It was naturally not easy for me to completely give up the responsibility for 

MAPAL that I have borne for so long,” admits Dr Dieter Kress. But: “I know 

that the company is in good hands with my son. He has taken over more and 

more responsibilities in the last few years and has proved to be very capable 

as my successor.” He is very happy, for example, that his son is intensively 

addressing topics such as digitalisation.

“With MAPAL, my father is handing over to me his life’s work that he has 

turned into what it is today over the last almost fifty years,” says Dr Jochen 

Kress. And “I am very grateful for the faith he is placing in me.”

Booming MTC Expects to Create 
100 New Jobs This Year

Coventry-based Manufacturing Technology Centre continues 

to become one of the city’s booming businesses after seeing 

its workforce grow by more than 20 per cent in the past year. Dr Dieter Kress had already announced during his 75th birthday 

celebrations that he planned to gradually step down from the 

day-to-day business. After 49 years as head of MAPAL, Dr Dieter 

Kress withdrew from the executive board of the company with 

effect from 1 January 2018. “Of course, I am and will remain 

closely attached to MAPAL to provide any advice to my son that 

he may need,” emphasises Dr Dieter Kress. 

Visit: www.the-mtc.org Visit: www.mapal.com

Dr Dieter Kress Places 
Management in the 
Hands of His Son
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The Made Smarter review, previously known 

as the Industrial Digitalisation review, answers 

Government calls to boost productivity in Britain’s 

manufacturing sector. The review was published in 

October 2017 and sets recommendations to help 

meet Britain’s goal to become a world leader in the 

Fourth Industrial Revolution by 2030. 

A key suggestion is to encourage investment in 

industrial technologies. The review found that a 

greater uptake of IDTs could represent as much as 

£455 billion growth for manufacturing in the next 

decade, creating 175,000 jobs and increasing 

productivity by 25 per cent. However, the review 

has been met with some criticism. 

Despite leading the first industrial revolution, 

Britain has always had an unusual relationship 

with automation. Even today, much of the media 

coverage on the subject focuses on the threat 

that automation poses to jobs, as opposed to 

the productivity benefits. Studies suggest that 

automation could affect one in five jobs in the UK, 

but, that doesn’t necessarily mean the technology 

will replace human workers. 

There have been plenty of efforts to highlight the 

advantages of the technology, like the comments 

made by Labour deputy leader, Tom Watson, in 

the Future of Work Commission. Despite this, 

negative headlines continue to roll off the press. 

As a distributor of industrial robots, and partner 

of Toshiba Machine, we have a vested interest 

in Britain’s manufacturers and their investment in 

industrial automation. However, that’s not the only 

reason we’re backing the Made Smarter review. 

Inside and outside the factory walls there are 

already around 6.4 billion data-communicating 

objects — and this number is growing exponentially. 

Innovations in fields like AI, software and robotics 

are all individually significant to Britain’s productivity. 

However, it’s how manufacturers choose to use 

these technologies that will really set Britain on the 

path to reaffirming itself as a worldwide industrial 

leader. 

We don’t believe that every manufacturer needs a 

fully automated factory, nor is it essential to invest 

in additive manufacturing, cutting-edge software 

or embark on an entire system overhaul to make 

a factory ‘smart’. According to TM Robotics’ 

Global Robotics Report, 55 per cent of distributors 

stated that the dawn of the so-called fourth 

industrial revolution is influencing how customers 

choose industrial robots. But should investments 

in automation be made according to an industry 

trend?  

There’s no denying that investments in automation 

can reap incredible rewards, but it is vital that 

manufacturers are investing in the right kind of 

technology, not just the shiniest toy at the trade 

show. 

TM Robotics’ network of distributors works directly 

with customers to provide the right automation their 

individual application. There’s no one-size-fits-all 

smart factory, but there are ways for manufacturers 

to invest in industrial automation and robotics to 

build a more effective facility — not only for their 

own productivity, but for that of the country.

What Is Made Smarter?
Making Smarter Investments in Automation

Highlighted in the Government’s Made Smarter Review, industrial digitalisation technologies (IDTs) are transforming 

the manufacturing industry — that’s artificial intelligence (AI), 3D printing, intelligent software, virtual reality and 

cutting-edge robotics. Here, Nigel Smith, managing director at TM Robotics, explains why manufacturers in Britain 

shouldn’t blindly invest in IDTs and instead, should use Made Smarter to make smarter automation investments. 

Visit: www.tmrobotics.co.uk 
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Britain’s stance on automation

According to a study by YouGov, 34 per cent of 

British workers believe that increased automation 

will damage their job security. A further 22 per cent 

believe their wages will be reduced because of new 

technology. These statistics are a drop in the ocean of 

studies and reports that deem the rise of automation 

as the demise of the human workforce. However, this 

scaremongering isn’t necessarily true. 

Humans are smart. Over the past several thousand 

years, we have reduced physical labour by inventing 

tools and machinery to complete tasks for us — or 

at least make them easier. Despite this, the last two 

centuries of rapid automation and technological 

progress haven’t made human workers obsolete. 

In fact, even during the First Industrial Revolution, 

Britain’s employment-to-population ratio continued to 

rise. 

Over the past few years, fears of automation-

driven job losses have re-emerged, particularly in 

the manufacturing sector. Industrial digitalisation 

technologies (IDTs), such as robotics and intelligent 

control software, are reigniting fears that jobs in the 

manufacturing industry are under threat. However, this 

technology will unlock human potential, not replace it. 

Creating opportunities

Britain’s position in the Readiness for the Future of 

Production report is supported by the release of the 

Government’s Made Smarter initiative. The public-

private collaboration was launched in October 

2017 and aims to boost the nation’s productivity by 

encouraging manufacturers to embrace IDTs. 

Concerns about the threat automation poses to 

employment are valid. Jobs are being displaced by the 

introduction of new technology, but due to increased 

productivity and revenues for British manufacturers, 

new jobs are also being created. In fact, the Made 

Smarter review estimates that an uptake of IDTs could 

result in a 25 per cent productivity boost in the sector, 

creating 175,000 new jobs in the next ten years. 

Automated engineering

Characteristically, engineers want to invent, create and 

innovate. But, with workflows filled with tedious and 

repetitive tasks, Britain’s engineering workforce isn’t 

fulfilling its potential. 

Rather than engineering humans out of the process, 

automation should eliminate monotonous tasks, 

enabling engineers to take on more challenging 

and intuitive opportunities. COPA-DATA’s industrial 

control software, zenon, follows this principle by using 

automated engineering.

With the software, engineers aren’t required to 

manually input programming code for each batch of 

production, nor are they obliged to physically input 

end-of-shift reporting. Instead, engineers can simply 

set parameters for production and let the software do 

the rest. 

Britain has gained its position as a potential economy 

for Industry 4.0 success in the Readiness for the Future 

of Production report. However, without equipping 

engineers with the skills to work alongside these 

new technologies, Britain’s fear of automation job 

losses may become a reality. With the right strategy, 

automation won’t replace manufacturing jobs, but 

pave the way for better ones.

Britain Prepares for Industry 4.0:
The Optimist’s View on the Future of Work

Released at the World Economic Forum (WEF) 2018, the ‘Readiness for the Future of Production’ report highlights 

Britain as one of 25 countries in a positive position to benefit from Industry 4.0. However, much of the media 

coverage following the release of the report has centred on the threat these technologies pose to jobs. Here, Martyn 

Williams, Managing Director of automation software provider, COPA-DATA UK, explains why automation could 

create more jobs than it replaces. 

Visit: www.copadata.com
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However, over time, these types of jobs are likely 

to become more tedious and subsequently could 

have a negative impact on operators and may also 

prevent them from spending time on higher value 

tasks in the manufacturing plant. This may come 

as a surprise given what we do for a living, but 

installing an industrial robot to take over tedious or 

monotonous work may not always be the answer. 

That’s because not all robots are equal.

Industrial robots can be a complex solution, 

especially for small and medium-sized businesses 

and not every plant manager has the staff (or 

the resources to hire an integrator) to program 

(and reprogram) a robot. Also, health & safety 

requirements will mean that the robots working 

area will need to be safeguarded to prevent 

potential injury to those working close by.

Depending on your application, you can overcome 

these challenges by hiring a special type of 

industrial robot; a collaborative robot, or cobot. 

A cobot is relatively lightweight and is designed 

to operate safely in close proximity to people. 

This can eliminate the need for safety curtains or 

fencing, thanks to the use of proximity sensors 

or force-limiting technology and with the proper 

application and risk assessment. It’s also easily 

programmed through hand guiding, which allows 

a worker to move the cobot’s arm to each point in 

a job instead of the more time-consuming process 

of typing commands into a pendant.

Those with only a limited knowledge of cobots may 

refer to them as ‘fenceless robots’ implying that 

they are safe. However, if you are manufacturing 

knives with a fenceless robot, is an operator 

working nearby any safer because the robot 

is moving slowly? It’s all about evaluating the 

complete system.

Before investing in a cobot, conduct an appropriate 

risk assessment. There are certified experts 

in robotics to handle these risk assessments 

to ensure that the robot, the application and 

operators interact safely. Getting this chemistry 

right brings the dual benefits of a safe place to 

work and improved productivity.

Here’s an example we saw during a site visit. A 

cobot grabbed a part for a lifting mechanism out of 

a forming machine; inspected it using a 2D camera 

and then inserted the part into another nearby 

machine for polishing. As a result of this repetitive 

task the operator previously manning this station 

risked injury from back strain and, toward the end 

of their shift, wasn’t examining the piece as closely 

as at the beginning of the day. The cobot eliminated 

the risk of injury to the worker who was performing 

this task and now ensures more consistent quality 

control.

Collaborative robots can work alongside humans 

and are easily configured. If a cobot comes in 

contact with an operator, it immediately stops 

to minimize or eliminate injury. If you decide to 

reconfigure your production line to handle a new 

product, a properly trained operator can re-program 

a cobot in an hour or two. Compare that to one or 

two days of lost production due to reprogramming 

an industrial robot to handle a production line 

changeover. For most plant managers, this alone 

makes a cobot a worthy investment.

In fact, collaborative robots are a way to future-proof 

a manufacturing process. If management wants to 

change the style or type of product its plants are 

producing, a collaborative robot is versatile enough 

to handle whatever changeovers are needed with 

minimal effort and time. Collaborative robots can 

also provide benefits in terms of safety, cost, quality 

and ROI; thus, making them a feasible solution for 

the technical and economic challenges faced by 

supply chain organisations, no matter the industry 

or size.

A good example of this type of ‘human collaborative 

robot’ is the MOTOMAN HC10 which has been 

developed by YASKAWA. This new generation 

of robotics is versatile, easy-to-use affordable 

and built with the industrial strength for which 

YASKAWA is renowned. 

The HC10 has been designed for applications 

which require a simple, easy and safe robotic 

solution to automating tasks that require working 

in close proximity to human operators. They 

are designed to operate in PLC controlled 

manufacturing systems, they eliminate the need 

and the costs associated with physical guarding 

and feature simplified built-in network safety IO.

Risks and Rewards
When you are contemplating how to complete a challenging, tedious, dirty (or even 

dangerous) job there is usually a heightened sense of satisfaction when you actually get it 

completed. That sense of accomplishment on completing the job will occur the first time 

you do it and perhaps even after the first few times.

Visit: www.motoman.com/collaborative
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The subcontract company has a plant list that 

includes manual and CNC machining centres, 

injection mould machines and test facilities. Part 

of the acquisition trail includes a Hurco VMX42M 

and a VMX30Ti machining centre with the larger 

VMX42M being retro-fitted with a Hurco 4th 

axis rotary unit two years ago. Designing and 

manufacturing complex aluminium mould tools, 

military sensors and the innovative Hayabusa 

engine, the previous CAD/CAM system was 

struggling to cope with component complexity. 

Commenting upon the situation prior to the 

arrival of OPEN MIND’s hyperMILL CAM system, 

Vetech’s Senior Design Engineer, Mr Andy Smith 

says: “Our longstanding CAD package had an 

integrated CAM system we were using for all our 

machining tasks. One day we machined a mid-

housing part for our Hayabusa engine and the 

VMX42M did a rapid traverse between two points, 

crashing into our fixtures and ruining the spindle. 

The result was weeks without the machine whilst 

we installed a costly new spindle. The lack of 

collision detection was a major cause for concern. 

We then programmed a gear selector barrel that 

was almost impossible with our old package. We 

needed to change our CAM software and invited all 

the leading vendors in to present to us.”

 

Being an extremely experienced CAD/CAM 

designer and programmer, Mr Smith has in-

depth experience of all leading CAM packages, 

coincidentally being one of the first UK engineers to 

be trained on hyperMILL in the mid-1990’s during 

his previous employment at The Hyde Aerospace 

Group. “Re-designing and re-manufacturing the 

Hayabusa 1300cc engine to fit into a Mini meant 

we had to re-position the gearbox and add a 

reverse gear. I gave the gear selector barrel to 

all the leading CAM vendors and asked them to 

program it.

 

 Matthew Coulson from OPEN MIND provided 

the most efficient and productive solution with 

an intuitive presentation that detailed the benefits 

of hyperMILL over its competitors particularly 

well. Due to our previous experiences, collision 

prevention was a critical factor, something OPEN 

MIND certainly convinced us of. Furthermore, we 

needed to achieve faster programming times for 

our aluminium mould tools; hyperMILL was once 

again streets ahead for mould tool programming.” 

 

 

Re-engineering the Suzuki Hayabusa engine is 

undoubtedly an impressive feat of engineering that 

has genuine purpose. Once the power unit for the 

world’s fastest production road bike; the Hayabusa 

engine is a compact and powerful powertrain unit 

that can fit straight into the classic Mini whilst 

offering reliability despite the massive increase 

in performance. Such reliability is a rarity for any 

classic car.   

 

The repackaged engine has seen the Vetech 

engineers retain many of the power producing 

components of the original Hayabusa. However, 

the conversion has seen the Peak District 

Company add internal final drive gears and a 

differential, re-position the gearbox beneath 

the engine and crucially; add a fully integrated 

reverse gear. The engine has been turned back 

to front. The repackaged engine/transmission has 

‘universal’ engine mounts; bespoke mountings 

have been designed and manufactured for the mini 

but the engine mounting bosses provided permit 

easy integration into other vehicles such as the Fiat 

500 or Lotus Elise. 

 

Even the most powerful production Mini variant 

ever only developed 96bhp, although the vast 

majority of minis only developed around 65bhp 

or less. An exceptionally highly tuned model can 

generate upwards of 120-130bhp, but with very 

Pocket Rocket 
Goes Even Faster

When Vetech Product Design & Development Ltd first opened its doors for business in 1994, the founders of the 

Buxton Company exploited their expertise in the garden equipment sector to win business from the globally 

recognised Bosch brand. Vetech has applied its expertise to the motorsport sector, converting the Suzuki Hayabusa 

motorcycle engine for use in the Mark I to VII Mini motorcar. 

Software In Manufacturing ID
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low reliability as a consequence. The Hayabusa 

engine has a power output of 197bhp as standard 

and when re-packaged by Vetech, it weighs just 

100kg. This is a 32% engine weight reduction over 

the original unit. For those with an inclination for 

seemingly jet-propelled speed, Vetech also offers a 

super-charged 300bhp unit. 

 

During the development phase of the Vetech 

Hayabusa project, Vetech entered the 2016 

‘Fastest Mini in The World’ Race at Brands Hatch. 

Starting in last position on the grid, the power to 

weight ratio propelled the car to second position in 

just three laps, only failing to win the race due to a 

water-pump problem.

 

Programming the 11 core components of the 

re-modelled engine with hyperMILL, Vetech has 

certainly benefitted from the CAM system. As Mr 

Smith continues: “Programming and machining 

the Hayabusa project is not time-critical, what 

is important for us is the ability to program and 

machine complex parts with confidence in the 

collision avoidance system. OPEN MIND have 

completely modelled the work envelope into 

the CAM system with fixtures, machine spindle, 

toolholders and the Hurco 4th-axis rotary table 

all factored into the model. hyperMILL stores a 

complete library of toolholders and tools, so we 

have 100% confidence in the anti-collision system. 

From a time-reduction standpoint, we programmed 

an aluminium mould tool for Hayabusa inlet and 

exhaust caps. With our previous system it took 20 

hours to program and with hyperMILL this same 

tool was completed in less than 10 hours.”

The upper housing of the engine consists of seven 

individual set-ups. With its previous CAM package, 

Vetech couldn’t carry the stock model from one 

process to the next. As Mr Smith continues: 

“Without the ability to carry the stock model forward 

to the next set-up, we would have to manually jog 

through the cycle on each set-up to minimise non-

cutting times or run the program and wait for the 

tool path to finish ‘fresh-air’ cutting. The Stock 

Model feature within hyperMILL eliminates fresh-

air cutting and enables us to maximise machine 

utilisation at every set-up. This makes huge savings 

on complex parts with multiple set-ups.”

 

With over 60% of Vetech work consisting of 

aluminium mould tool production, the manufacturer 

programmes the tool core and cavity with 

hyperMILL and simultaneously machines the two 

mating tool components overnight on the two Hurco 

machines. Efficiently machining core and cavity 

overnight, the majority of staff hours are consumed 

in the programming process. To reduce the lead-

times, Vetech has invested in two hyperMILL 

seats, so one team member can program the core 

whilst another programs the cavity. “We undertake 

prototype design, development and testing work 

on lawnmowers and there is often an urgency to 

respond to the customer. In most cases, we are 

expected to design, program and manufacture 

the mould tool (cavity and core) and then mould 

the plastic prototypes and conduct thermal and 

stress tests within 3-4 days. To achieve this, our 

programming and machining times have to be 

extremely efficient.”

 

“hyperMILL has slashed off-machine programming 

times as well as on-machine cycle times. It has 

also improved the quality, surface finish and 

consistency of our parts and mould tools. OPEN 

MIND has achieved all of this whilst giving us 100% 

confidence the machining strategies and toolpaths, 

something that is credit to the exceptional anti-

collision system in hyperMILL,” concludes Mr 

Smith.

Visit: www.vetech.co.uk

 or: www.openmind-tech.com
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Martin Baker’s latest designs offer unprecedented 

life-saving capabilities and there are over 17,000 of 

its seats currently in service. The company supplies 

ejection seats for 56 different aircraft and spare 

parts for existing seats still in service ranging back 

to the 1970s. In addition, special seat requirements 

vary for the same aircraft between more than 90 air 

forces it supplies depending on factors such as the 

terrain it is to operate over and the aircraft seating 

configuration.

The complexity and variation of the seats results 

in a large number of specialised components. 

Rupert Hanak, Head of Production Engineering at 

Martin-Baker, explains the difficulties the company 

needed to overcome for efficient production.  “We 

have thousands of different components and batch 

sizes are often 5 to 15 parts. The length of each 

production run is too short for us to develop faster 

cycle times, so the key objectives are an extremely 

quick change over time between different parts 

and, process reliability so that we know that parts 

will be right first time. We are consistently achieving 

over 80% OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness) 

24/7 with the technology we are using.”

At the heart of Martin-Baker’s production is a 

manufacturing cell consisting of four DMG MORI 

NHX4000 2nd Generation horizontal machining 

centres, each with 240 tools, connected together 

with a DMG MORI LPP (Linear Pallet Pool). This 

system has 70 pallets and supports 500 completely 

different active parts.  A VIO tool presetter services 

the machines and links them, to download the tool 

setting data. Martin-Baker has a core of around 

200 standard tools, which the CNC programmers 

have to work within, on each of the NHX4000 2nd 

Generation machines.

The production schedule is controlled from Martin-

Baker’s SAP system, which displays a list of the 

next four week’s worth of jobs to be completed 

on a terminal on the LPP. The engineers can then 

use their experience to select the order in which 

they should be run, picking long running safe parts 

for the unmanned night shift and more challenging 

work for the day shifts with the aim of maximising 

output for the available hours. Rupert Hanak adds, 

“We use Mori Messenger in the office to monitor 

machine activity and gather metrics. The system 

shows the run rate of the machines and displays 

alarms. I can then drill down into the data to find 

the problem, which could just be machine loading 

and work availability or tooling problems such as 

swarf wrapped around the cutter. We can then 

take action based on the data, for example, editing 

the CNC program. Essentially, all our decisions are 

data driven.”

Within the software solution, SAP knows the 

workholding requirements of each job, the 

machining time and the tooling. Linked to the 

LPP system the correct pallet and fixture is then 

presented to the engineer for loading. Extra 

software supplied by DMG MORI detects broken 

tools and tool ‘out of life’ situations, ensuring that 

a job which requires the faulty tool is not loaded to 

the machine and automatically cutting another job 

from the work list, while the problem is remedied.  

The system also has the ability to recognise sub 

locations on a pallet. DMG MORI has added 

extra buttons on the control system which make 

it possible to skip over these sub locations if no 

material has been loaded. Rupert Hanak says, “We 

have had a considerable amount of applications 

support from DMG MORI to tailor the systems 

to our requirements and we have a DMG MORI 

engineer on site permanently to ensure the smooth 

running of our machines and to fully maintain them.  

We apply SMED (Single-Minute Exchange of Dies) 

principles to all our machines, and DMG MORI has 

been a very good partner in helping us get to the 

level we have achieved.”

The NMV3000 DCG 32 pallet machines enable 

multiple operations to be combined on one machine 

using their 5-axis capabilities. One of the machines 

is used to produce a rocket motor end cap family 

of parts, running one manned shift and 16 hours 

unmanned, yet still achieving 80% OEE. Rupert 

Hanak adds, “With 5-axis and turning capability 

on one machine we can go from raw material to 

finished part in one step. We used to subcontract 

some of the parts we put on the NMV3000 DCG. By 

making them in-house we now have more control 

over security of supply. Additionally, completing 

each job on one machine eliminates the complexity 

and chances of something going wrong associated 

with multiple operations.”

Martin-Baker has a range of NTX, NT and NL 

turning centres. Rationalisation of bar sizes 

minimises changeover times between different 

parts and, even when the bar needs changing, this 

is achieved within 15 minutes.   A CAPTO interface 

on tools and a tool management system eliminates 

wasted time for sister tooling replacement and 

reloading of offsets. Innovations added by DMG 

MORI include special part conveyers to safely 

unload critical components which cannot have any 

surface imperfections. One of the NL machines 

is even used for machining rocket fuel and has 

been heavily modified to provide fire damping and 

remote operation from a safe room.

Rupert Hanak says, “DMG MORI is a good and 

responsive partner. The machines it offers are 

highly flexible and the service is second to none. 

We have a continuous training program which is 

motivating for our employees and helps us to 

embed our vision and work practices throughout 

the factory. Combining these advantages with 

planned maintenance, a service schedule and 

a DMG MORI engineer on site has enabled us 

to achieve the high OEE levels we have come to 

expect.”

Complexity 
and Variation
Martin-Baker has been the world leader in the design and manufacture of ejection 

and crashworthy seats for over 70 years. During that time, its seats have saved over 

7,500 lives and the company has been honoured to receive 11 Queen’s Awards.

Visit: www.dmgmori.com
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Achieving the female land speed record also 

makes her the fourth fastest rider in the world, just 

30mph behind the overall world record set by the 

late American rider Bill Warner.

Becci’s amazing feat was performed at Elvington 

Airfield in North Yorkshire on a 1300cc Suzuki 

Hayabusa, that, when launched in 1999, 

immediately won acclaim as the world’s fastest 

production motorcycle. In preparation for Becci’s 

record breaking run, her Hayabusa was highly 

modified by her husband, Mike Ellis with the help 

of a team of dedicated volunteers and sponsors, 

enabling it to generate a mighty 650 bhp.

Not satisfied with being the current holder of 

the record, Becci is now busy preparing for a 

new attempt to further raise her own record 

speed. In addition to multiple further mechanical 

modifications to the previously record breaking 

Hayabusa, particular attention is now being paid 

to the aerodynamics of both the bike itself and to 

the rider.

Rather than use traditional wind tunnel testing 

method to analyse and improve the bike’s 

aerodynamic performance, the team behind 

Becci’s latest record breaking attempt are using 

advanced virtual simulation techniques.

Increasingly, rather than wind tunnel testing, 

manufacturers are choosing to use virtual 

simulation systems in their quest to reduce their 

products aerodynamic drag. By using computer 

simulations, engineers and designers are able to 

model a product’s aerodynamics without the need 

to construct a physical prototype.

To help gather the raw data needed to enable 

the best possible virtual simulation outcomes, the 

team enlisted the help of Manchester Metrology, 

acknowledged experts in the field of precise 

laser scanning and data capture. Mindful of the 

need to acquire highly accurate data, the staff 

of Manchester Metrology used a FARO Edge 

ScanArm HD to undertake the critical scanning 

routines of the bike and rider.

Mike Ellis explained. “Aerodynamic drag is a strong, 

unwelcome force that increases with the square 

of the speed; therefore as the speed we achieve 

doubles, drag quadruples. Given the high speeds 

that we are looking to reach, it is obvious that much 

attention needs to be paid to this vital area.

 “Without the help of our much appreciated 

volunteers and sponsors the previously set world 

record would not have been be possible, nor 

would our new record attempt. In addition to our 

long standing friends who have enabled multiple 

mechanical advantages to be gained, our new 

attempt to better the previous mark is being helped 

by the staff of Northumbria University Faculty of 

Engineering and Environment, Department of 

Mechanical & Construction Engineering, lead 

by Professor Robert Dominy FIMechE, C.Eng, 

MSAE, PhD, DIC,BSc (Hons), who have provided 

invaluable assistance in the field of aerodynamic 

virtual simulation.

“The raw data needed by Northumbria University 

for aerodynamic analysis is being gathered by the 

staff of Manchester Metrology who are using an 

advanced FARO Edge ScanArm HD laser scanner 

to scan all aspects of the bike/rider combination 

and to generate the required files.

“We consider that virtual simulation methods 

deliver quicker results than wind tunnels do, in 

addition they cost less and provide us with better 

results. A major advantage for us has been that 

the software used by Northumbria University 

can instantly indicate where our aerodynamic 

weaknesses are and provide invaluable feedback 

on how to improve our designs.”

The advanced Edge ScanArm HD is the latest 

advancement in FARO’s popular ScanArm product 

range and provides point cloud capture with rapid 

speed, superior resolution and high accuracy. 

The compact, easy-to-use Edge ScanArm HD 

combines the convenience of a FaroArm with the 

power of a Laser Line Probe creating a flexible, 

high performance contact/non-contact portable 

measurement system.

New functionalities allow users to seamlessly scan 

across diverse surface materials regardless of their 

contrast, reflectivity or part complexity, without the 

need for special coatings or target placements.

Although relevant to endless other applications, 

common uses include reverse engineering, 

certification, prototype part scanning, first article 

inspection and periodic part inspection.

The Edge ScanArm HD’s extra wide scan stripe and 

fast frame rate helps to boost users’ productivity by 

increasing coverage and reducing scanning time. 

Also, the compact and easy to use instrument 

dramatically reduces required training time due to 

features such as the new crosshair feature and also 

the existing LED Rangefinder which provides real-

time scanning feedback. 

Reliable, repeatable and highly accurate 

measurement data is delivered with confidence as 

a result of the FARO Edge ScanArm HD superior 

optical performance. Whilst the high definition data 

of intricate components can be captured in fine 

detail as a result of the Edge ScanArm HD’s 2,000 

actual points per scanline and the new blue laser 

featuring noise reduction technology.

The compact and easy to use FARO product 

dramatically reduces required training times due 

to the use of the new crosshair feature, also the 

existing LED Rangefinder providing real-time 

scanning feedback. 

Philip Knowlson of Manchester Metrology 

concluded. “Given our need to perform multiple, 

highly precise scans of the motorcycle and 

rider, and to generate the vital data required for 

aerodynamic virtual simulation purposes, we chose 

to use an Edge ScanArm HD. The advanced FARO 

product was ideal for this application as it has an 

exceptional scan rate of up to 560,000 points/

second. Also, given the range of different materials 

we needed to scan, including the bikes faring, 

wheels and tank, also the rider in her leathers and 

helmet, it was a major advantage that the Edge 

ScanArm HD is able to perform precise scanning 

routines across a range of diverse surface materials 

without the need for any surface preparation or the 

use of targets.”

Speed & Accuracy
aids World Record attempt

Having smashed the previous mark by 20 mph, Scunthorpe based Becci Ellis set an incredible world 

record of 264.1mph and became the world’s fastest woman on a conventional motorcycle over a 

standing start mile. 

Visit: www.faro.com

Or: www.manchester-metrology.co.uk
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This is credit to an £150m+ investment over the 

last ten years in buildings and resources. Part of 

this strategy has seen the Hampshire institution 

procure the very latest metrology equipment from 

Mitutoyo for its School of Engineering.

To ensure students receive the finest blend of 

academic education and practical experience, part 

of the £150m university investment has included  

two Hurco CNC machine tools, a suite of Stratsys 

and HK3D 3D printing technology and of course 

the newly equipped metrology department.  

Commenting upon the purchase of four Mitutoyo 

metrology instruments, Mr William Keeble, Lead 

Technician at Portsmouth University’s School of 

Engineering says: “We’ve been using Mitutoyo 

equipment for decades. It has always been 

consistently precise, reliable and robust, which 

is a pre-requisite when equipment is frequently 

operated by inexperienced undergraduates”

The previous batch of Mitutoyo equipment was 

over 15 years old and the South Coast facility 

recognised the need to update. As Mr Keeble 

continues: “Whilst the hardware was still capable 

of performing, the technology behind the software 

was becoming somewhat dated. For example, the 

four machines we had, all used PC’s with either 

Windows 95 or Windows 98 operating systems, 

which is largely incompatible with modern 

platforms.”

With extremely diverse metrology requirements, the 

procured equipment had to cover virtually all facets 

of dimensional verification. At a fundamental level, 

the content of some degree modules incorporate 

basic metrology and the measuring of surfaces, 

hole concentricity and reference points. At a more 

advanced level for final year, post-graduate and 

PhD students, academics require a solution that 

supports the reverse engineering of components, 

assemblies and the verification of completely new 

technology concepts. Some projects include the 

design and construction of the Formula Student 

Sports Car. 

To cater for the diverse demands, Portsmouth 

University specified the Mitutoyo Crysta-Apex 

S776 Co-ordinate Measuring Machine (CMM), 

a Roundtest RA-1600, a Formtracer SV-C3200 

and a QuickVision Apex non-contact measuring 

system.  

 “The new CMM is perfect for us. The machine 

bed is considerably larger than its predecessor 

at 700 by 700mm by 600mm. It allows us to 

effectively measure more projects than our old 

CMM.  For undergraduates to learn the basics 

of metrology, we have an cylinder head from an 

old 1960’s Austin and students will measure the 

diameter and concentricity of the port holes as well 

as the distances between reference points. More 

experienced students will use the Crysta-Apex 

S776 CMM to reverse engineer components. As a 

project, some students recently used the CMM to 

reverse engineer and re-design obsolete extruder 

components for an old BFB 3D printing machine. 

Other students have reverse engineered the dry-

sump bulk head from last year’s Formula Student 

project to investigate how, why and by how much, 

the surface of the 2017 bulk head had deformed.”

Complementing the Crysta-Apex S776 CMM in the 

development of the 2018 Formula Student project 

is the new Mitutoyo Formtracer SV-C3200. The 

new surface roughness and contour measuring 

machine is a revelation for the faculty, as Mr Keeble 

says: “The Formtracer is currently being used to 

gauge the surface roughness on the gears of our 

Formula Student vehicle. If we can manipulate data 

from the gear flanks such as surface finishes and 

forms, we have an opportunity to enhance the 

performance of the next Formula Student vehicle.”

 “Our PhD researchers are undertaking some 

really interesting work where the Formtracer SV-

C3200 is integral to research. One project involves 

drilling composite materials with a multitude of 

tools on Hurco machines to study the thermal 

stability, hole concentricity and precision levels 

when utilising a variety of tools at different feed 

and speed parameters. This study will improve 

our understanding of the impact that machining 

parameters and tools have on the precision 

and surface finishes of holes in a multitude of 

composites.”

With brittle projects such as glass that are 

measured in the realm of nanometres, the university 

can rely on the QuickVision Apex. The QuickVision 

has a non-contact displacement sensor that uses 

the epaxial chromatic aberration of the white light 

source to measure very small steps and curved 

planes at high speed. 

At Portsmouth University, the Roundtest RA-

1600 is certainly considered as an ‘all-rounder’ in 

metrology terms. Alluding to the application of the 

Roundtest RA-1600, Mechanical Lead Technician, 

Mr Dan Wiggins says: “My department use the 

Roundtest RA-1600 daily. Whether its calibrating 

and confirming dimensions of machined and 3D 

printed projects or PhD researchers measuring 

drilled holes; the radial and axial precision level of 

0.02 microns certainly meets all our dimensional 

needs.” The ROUNDPAK software supports 

roundness, flatness and parallelism and it includes 

an offline teaching function that enables virtual 

execution of measurement operations in a 3D 

simulation window. By storing and indexing this 

data, libraries of sequences can be compiled and 

custom reports with 3D graphics can be generated. 

It is this recording of data that has made the four 

new Mitutoyo installations such a revelation to the 

university. As Mr Keeble concludes: “We couldn’t 

ask for anything more from the new equipment”.

Engine of Innovation
Ranked as one of the world’s top 100 new universities in the respected ‘Times Higher Education 

Rankings 2017’, Portsmouth University has rapidly ascended the UK academic rankings. 

Visit: www.mitutoyo.co.uk
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The busy company serves a wide range of 

demanding industries including the food and 

beverage, medical, cosmetics, household and 

personal care markets.

The work of R&D Leverage UK, together with that 

of R&D Leverage USA, has enabled the business 

to develop into one of the foremost providers of 

quality tooling for the world’s packaging industries. 

R&D Leverage’s UK plant produces one stage, 

injection stretch blow mould (ISBM) tooling for PET 

containers.

Certified to BS EN ISO 9001:2000, R&D Leverage 

UK is equipped with a wide range of innovative 

design, production and inspection aids that 

help ensure the delivery of on-time, on-budget, 

premium quality moulds. In addition to the 

company’s advanced machine tools delivering 

the required quality and accuracy, R&D Leverage 

UK believe that purchasing the best available, 

most productive machines provides the levels 

of efficiency that enables it to compete in what 

is a fiercely competitive sector. This philosophy 

is reflected in the company’s recently installed, 

second Studer S31 cylindrical grinder purchased 

from UK Studer agent Micronz.

Having been delighted with the performance of 

the company’s first Studer S31, ever increasing 

demand for the company’s moulds recently 

prompted the purchase of the second machine 

from the famous Swiss manufacturer.

R&D Leverage UK, Managing Director, Alan Tolley 

explained. “From our high-tech Sutton-in-Ashfield 

plant, we are the Complete Solution Provider for 

a wide range of packaging sectors across Europe 

and beyond.

“We have established an excellent reputation 

for the reliability of our products and for our use 

of the best available technology. When investing 

in machine tools, our aim is to maintain our 

high quality standards and also, mindful of our 

constant quest for further efficiencies, to enable 

the manufacture of our molds to be achieved faster 

than before.

“Before purchasing our first Studer S31 grinder 

we searched for a machine that would satisfy both 

our quality and our efficiency requirements. Having 

witnessed demonstrations of several suitable 

machines, we decided that the Studer S31 ticked 

all of our boxes. Having specified the machine 

to match our exact needs, given the excellent 

reputation of the Studer brand, we were pleasantly 

surprised that the supplied quote was very close to 

the cost of other, less capable grinders. 

“Following its installation, the ease of use of our 

first Studer grinder meant that it was soon turning-

out the promised volumes of ground components 

with excellent dimensional and surface finish 

characteristics. Since this time the grinder has 

maintained it impressive performance and has 

proven to be extremely reliable. 

“When demand for ground parts recently further 

increased, our positive experience with our first 

S31 and the excellent service we have received 

from Studer UK agent Micronz, meant that we 

remained loyal to the brand. Once again, we were 

able to work closely with Mark Maurice, the owner 

of Micronz to specify a Studer S31 grinder that 

matched our evolving needs. Now fully operational, 

our new Studer S31 cylindrical grinder is now 

producing the expected high volumes of premium 

quality ground components and it has removed 

the potential for bottle-necks in our grinding 

department.”

The compact Studer S31 CNC universal cylindrical 

grinding machine, as purchased by R and D 

Leverage, is designed for the grinding of medium-

sized workpieces with external and internal 

grinding in a single clamping. The versatile S31 is 

able to grind workpieces in customized as well as 

small and large-batch production runs. The S31 

can be adapted precisely to the demands placed 

on it; this flexibility guarantees an optimal price / 

performance ratio. 

With the ability to machine workpieces with a 

maximum weight of 80 / 120 kg, Studer’s S31 has 

distances between centres of 650 / 1000 mm, a 

centre height of 175 mm and has a grinding wheel 

diameter of 500 mm.

The machine’s solid Granitan base forms the basis 

of a cylindrical grinding machine that is equipped 

with high-quality components, guaranteeing 

maximum precision, performance and reliability 

over many years. The material structure developed 

by Studer, that has proven its efficiency over many 

years, is produced in the company’s own plant 

using the most modern industrial techniques. 

The excellent cushioning behaviour of the S31’s 

machine base ensures outstanding surface quality 

of the ground workpieces and an increased service 

life of grinding wheels, further reducing downtime. 

The S31’s full enclosure allows the use of emulsions 

or oils as cooling lubricants, whilst two large sliding 

doors provide users with easy access. For highly-

efficient automated, 24 hour running, handling 

devices can be connected via the machine’s 

defined loader interface.

The S31’s longitudinal and cross slides V and flat 

guideways have a non-abrasive Granitan S200 

slideway coating and are moulded directly into the 

machine base. The guideways offer the highest 

possible accuracy throughout the machine’s entire 

speed range with high load capacity and excellent 

cushioning levels. 

The swivelling wheelhead enables the external, 

internal and form grinding of workpieces in a single 

clamping. The wheelhead is equipped with a water-

cooled, maintenance-free motor-spindle mounted 

on roller bearings, with infinitely variable speed 

control. External grinding wheels with a diameter 

of 500 mm (20”) and a width of 63 (80 F5) mm 

(2.5” / 3.15”) are fitted to the shaft ends. Efficient 

high-frequency spindles with an external diameter 

of 120 mm (4.72”) are used for internal grinding.

The S31 also features a frequency-controlled 

motor-driven grinding spindle for external and 

internal grinding, whilst the machine’s C axis 

workhead enables efficient and accurate form and 

thread grinding

The use of Studer’s practical grinding software with 

its proven pictogramming allows less experienced 

users to quickly optimise the full potential of the S31. 

StuderGRIND software is also available, enabling 

efficient programming of special applications, such 

as form and thread grinding.

Quality Grinding
Based in Sutton-in-Ashfield, Nottinghamshire, R&D Leverage provides expert 

technical solutions to the European plastic packaging industry.

Visit: www.micronz.co.uk

Or: www.rdleverage.com
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Supplier Focus

The approach has opened up opportunities for 

customers in a wide range of industries and 

geographical locations to benefit from proven and 

technically advanced equipment without the need 

for capital outlay on new installations, but still with 

the benefit of extensive experience and a broad 

service capability. 

The company’s reputation is not built only on the 

provision of welding equipment – from conventional 

MIG or TIG welders to advanced orbital welding 

stations – but also on a long list of ancillary 

equipment that is relevant to welding processes.  

For the last 25 years, this has included a range 

of plasma cutting and associated equipment 

and, because of Westermans’ access to multiple 

manufacturers – there are more than 100 plasma 

cutting equipment producers worldwide – the 

door can be opened for customers to ensure that 

the most suitable machinery is supplied for each 

specific application very cost-effectively.

“Plasma cutting has come a long way from large 

machines found typically in shipyards,” explains 

Claire Spillane, Company Secretary at Leicester-

based Westermans International.  “Today, modern 

installations can be far smaller – even operating 

in some cases from a lap top – and are invariably 

noted for their extreme versatility and low capital 

investment requirements.”  

This is an area in which Westermans has long been 

a key supplier to the international welding and 

cutting industry.  The range of benefits associated 

with plasma cutting systems can therefore be 

brought more readily to appropriate industry 

sectors.  “Factors such as cut quality, shape and 

size versatility, batch or mass production options, 

high accuracy or simply the ability to follow 

template silhouettes or line drawings – all are 

associated with the choice of equipment now on 

the market – and which we can make available to 

our customers,” adds Claire Spillane. 

Westermans can source and supply used systems 

based on single or multiple cutting torches while 

most machines, if not already, can be upgraded 

and fitted with CNC controllers and/or additional 

torches at a later date.  The company provides 

systems that can operate with a range of metals 

– from mild and stainless steel to aluminium – 

and, in all cases, provides installation support and 

warranty options, enabling many customers to 

bring their plasma cutting in-house.

Steering a path through the consequent choice 

of systems is one of the key roles played by 

Westermans for its customers.  In all cases, the 

objective is to ensure the best solution is identified 

each time – both in terms of performance and cost.  

From the cutting system itself to control systems 

and mechanical components, and from fume 

extraction to CAD/CAM software, Westermans 

provides tailored packages to customers 

worldwide.  

“Whether a small fabrication shop or a multi-

national oil and gas system manufacturing 

enterprise, we are able to work with each individual 

customer to help them optimise their installation 

and to work towards their continuing success,” 

concludes Claire Spillane.

Cost Effective Plasma Cutting
Westermans International Ltd. has built a leading global reputation for the sourcing and supply of 

refurbished welding equipment that meets both performance and budgetary objectives.  

Visit: www.westermans.com
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PRODUCTION ENGINEERING FOR PROFESSIONALS
WISHING OUR FELLOW EXHIBITORS & CUSTOMERS A SUCCESSFUL MACH

PLEASE VISIT US:
Hall 17 Stand 8

9-13th April

NEC, Birmingham UK
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With key sectors such as oil and gas making a 

resurgence in 2017 – coupled with the ongoing 

buoyancy of automotive manufacturing and the 

fast-paced nature of the UK’s thriving medical 

devices market – Mazak will bring a stand fully-

focused on showcasing its broad range of sector-

specific metal cutting solutions that can enable 

manufacturers of all sizes and stages of the supply 

chain to drive productivity and cut downtime. 

Productivity will be at the heart of its MACH 2018 

stand, and Mazak will also use the platform to 

showcase its suite of Industry 4.0 solutions, which 

were first unveiled at EMO. The Mazak iSMART 

Factory™ works in partnership with SMOOTH 

Technology – the world’s fastest CNC – to improve 

overall equipment effectiveness and facilitate data 

driven manufacturing via the seamless connection 

of the factory and office networks – the essence 

of Industry 4.0 in its purest – and most accessible 

– form.

Aerospace has been one of the long-term 

successes for UK industry, and for Mazak. The UK-

made VTC-800/30SR is a vertical travelling column 

machining centre capable of full 5-axis contouring, 

perfectly suited for both aerospace applications 

as well as for general subcontract manufacturing. 

The machine has been designed specifically for the 

machining of extremely long workpieces or can be 

converted into two separate work areas, enabling 

pendulum loading and batch manufacturing. It 

is equipped with an 18,000rpm 35kW (50% ED) 

milling spindle; while a swivelling B-axis spindle 

head, in conjunction with the NC rotary table, offers 

full 5-axis simultaneous machining.

Alongside will be another aerospace specific 

machine, namely the HCR-5000S, a 5-axis 

horizontal machining centre specifically developed 

for high-speed 5-axis aluminium cutting. Equipped 

with a Ø6300mm table offering a large Ø700mm 

and 500kg workpiece capacity, this exceptionally 

agile machine has ultra-fast acceleration and a high 

jerk rate, allied to an optional 30,000rpm 80kW 

high-performance milling spindle for ultra-high 

productivity. 

The final machine suited to aerospace applications 

will be the INTEGREX i-800V/8 which combines 

full 5-axis milling, powerful turning operations 

and pallet-changing capabilities. Specifically, the 

machine has the ability to quickly process large, 

highly complex workpieces on a vertical platform. 

Equipped with a tilting high power 10,000rpm 

37kW main spindle, the i-800V/8 also benefits 

from a 45kW turning table powered by a direct 

drive motor for a complete DONE-IN-ONE solution.

One of the defining trends for 2017 was the 

welcome return to productivity of the oil and gas 

industry, and the revitalisation looks set to positively 

impact all stages of the supply chain throughout 

2018. The INTEGREX i-400S machining centre is 

ideally suited to multiple applications, but has been 

particularly successful in the oil and gas industry 

due to its large machining capacity, which is bigger 

than any other machining centre in its category. The 

INTEGREX can handle workpieces up to 1,519mm 

in length with a swing capacity of Ø658mm. 

The automotive sector is characterised by a highly 

demanding supply chain reliant on fast-turnaround 

times with minimal downtime. Mazak’s stand at 

MACH will host two state-of-the-art automation 

systems ideally suited to the automotive sector, 

including the MULTIPLEX W-300Y + GL-200: a 

twin-spindle, two-turret machine equipped with 

superfast gantry loader for ultimate productivity. 

This machine and automation configuration is 

equipped with a new rack and pinion drive system 

for the gantry loader which offers rapid rates in the 

A and B axes of 75 and 160 m/min respectively, 

realising a potential 25% reduction in load/unload 

time.

Another highlight for automotive visitors is the new 

UK-manufactured QUICK TURN 250MY and TA-

12, a ‘plug and play’ turning centre and robotic 

machine tending solution. Ideal for applications 

that require lights-out unmanned and overnight 

running, both the machine tool and FANUC M-10iA 

robot are controlled from the Mazak SmoothG 

CNC, which provides a seamless interface and 

extremely fast set-up. 

For the growing number of UK machine users 

standardising on Siemens control, Mazak will also 

be displaying another UK-made machine from its 

VTC series – the VTC-760C – that has been fitted 

with Siemens 828D control. 

Finally, following the considerable growth Mazak 

has experienced in the laser market in recent 

years, MACH will also host the much-anticipated 

OPTIPLEX 3015 DDL 4kW – which utilises a world-

first Direct Diode Laser technology. The OPTIPLEX 

3015 DDL 4kW is the next generation of Solid 

State Laser for the industrial laser applications, and 

offers outstanding efficiency for UK laser users. 

The machine can cut thin material 20 per cent 

faster than fibre lasers, and process thick materials 

with unsurpassed surface quality. 

Alan Mucklow, Managing Director UK & Ireland 

Sales Division for Yamazaki Mazak, commented: 

“The UK is the 8th largest manufacturing country 

in the world and, with manufacturing responsible 

for 10% of total output (£177bn) and 44% of all 

UK exports, its success is intrinsically linked with 

the nation’s economic performance. Technology 

that can facilitate a step-change in productivity is 

integral to maintaining strong performance and 

driving growth.

“Mazak prides itself on the in-depth market-specific 

knowledge it has for each key manufacturing 

sector, and this knowledge is the cornerstone 

of the R&D process for each new machining 

technology brought to market. Ultimately, whether 

you work in the aerospace, automotive, energy or 

general subcontract markets, Mazak can provide 

a metal cutting solution designed for that sector.

“However, the machining technology is only half 

of the productivity battle faced by manufacturers. 

With SMOOTH Technology and the iSMART 

Factory™ concept, we have created an operating 

infrastructure that can allow Mazak technology and 

third-party systems to work in unison, to facilitate 

the greater use of automation and generate better 

data transparency. Maximising productivity boils 

down to harmonising all elements of the production 

process – from the shop floor through to the 

management office – and the machines live-cutting 

at MACH will demonstrate how it can be achieved 

across a variety of the UK’s key industrial sectors. It 

is set to be a fantastic week and we are very much 

looking forward to championing productivity for UK 

manufacturers throughout the exhibition.”

Enhancing Productivity 
Mazak’s Sector-Led MACH Stand

Yamazaki Mazak is set to showcase 13 productivity-enhancing solutions from 

its world-class portfolio of machine tool and laser-cutting machines, as part of a 

MACH stand dedicated to maximising efficiency for machine users across all areas 

of the UK’s manufacturing landscape.  

Visit: www.mazakeu.com

MACH 2018MACH 2018
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Visitors will have the opportunity to find out 

more about the range of precision measurement 

equipment available from Bowers Group, including 

a selection of products from Baty, Trimos, Sylvac, 

Gagemaker, Innovatest, WYLER and ACCRETECH. 

Once again, visitors to the show are invited 

to bring their own material or components to 

be tested on the day by experts from Bowers, 

who will be providing working demonstrations 

of the latest measurement technology. Bowers 

Group Sales Director Stuart Millington said: “This 

years’ MACH Exhibition will be another fantastic 

opportunity for Bowers Group staff to demonstrate 

their outstanding levels of technical expertise and 

capabilities. We’re very keen to show visitors how 

we can assist with innovative metrology solutions, 

demonstrating exactly how our products and 

services can make customer’s lives easier.”

Bowers Group’s will also exhibit new Baty 

Venture XT Vision system for the first time in the 

UK, demonstrating the latest software innovation 

Fusion MK4, along with the Baty R400 FT2-E 

touch screen profile projector.

Industry 4.0 will be a particular focus, not only at 

the exhibition but from the Bowers Group. The new 

Sylvac F60 series of Optical Scanning systems will 

be exhibited at the show, alongside a collaborative 

robot with a direct interface to the Sylvac Sylcom 

integrated software solution. The Bowers stand 

will feature Bluetooth gauges from Bowers and 

Sylvac, illustrating how the interoperability between 

machines, devices and people is a great example 

of Industry 4. 

MACH is the leading showcase for advances in the 

manufacturing industry, which brings together all 

the best innovations and latest developments to 

come from the manufacturing technologies sectors 

under one roof. Visit Bowers Group at MACH 2018 

from April 9–13th at NEC, Birmingham, stand 

number H13 – 310.

One of the first CAM companies to have a machine 

on its stand at MACH, it will be using a machine 

supplied by ROMI again, to show the 70% time 

savings possible with its CAM software.  

Particularly effective on hard and difficult to 

machine materials such as Inconel and titanium, 

iMachining incorporates a patented Technology 

Wizard. This controls the feeds, speeds and 

stepovers, continually adjusting them to maintain 

a constant chip thickness and keep the tool in 

contact with the workpiece. Gordon Drysdale, 

Managing Director of SolidCAM UK, says “The live 

cutting on our 40m2 stand will demonstrate the 

speed improvements possible with iMachining. For 

hard materials, reductions in cutting time can be as 

much as 90%.”

As well as iMachining, SolidCAM will also be 

demonstrating its 5-axis and its Mill/Turn software. 

The Mill/Turn software can support and synchronise 

an unlimited number of axes, making it possible to 

easily programme the most complex machines 

including Swiss type lathes with 14 or more axes, 

performing clash detection to ensure a safe and 

efficient toolpath.

SolidCAM operates inside your SolidWorks or 

Autodesk Inventor CAD system providing a 

uniquely powerful CAD/CAM solution which is fully 

integrated and quick to learn and is supported by a 

team of dedicated engineers to ensure that you get 

the maximum return on your investment and high 

productivity from your machine tools.

Bowers Group Exhibiting at MACH
Bowers Group will be exhibiting its full range of industry leading 

metrology products at MACH on stand number H13 – 310. 

SolidCAM UK will be demonstrating the power of 
iMachining at MACH in Hall 17 stand 640.

Visit: www.bowersgroup.co.uk

Visit: www.solidcam.com

SolidCAM Live Cutting
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Twelve of the company’s latest machine tools 

including the DMC 80 FD duoBLOCK, the CTX 

2500|700, the NHX 5000 2nd Generation and 

the DMU 50 3rd Generation with PH 150 pallet 

handling system will be on display. The latter is an 

example of one of the focus topics at the show, 

namely automation solutions. The joint venture 

DMG MORI HEITEC supplies standard and 

customised automation solutions for all machine 

tools from DMG MORI. 

The aerospace industry is a second focus. The 

DMG MORI Aerospace Excellence Centre supports 

OEMs and suppliers with productive manufacturing 

processes by being involved in the future projects 

of customers at an ever-earlier stage. As a third 

focus, DMG MORI will promote digital workflows 

as a fundamental step towards the digital factory.

End-to-end solutions for the digital factory

First presented at EMO 2017, digital workflows 

for data-supported production planning and 

automated tool management have since 

undergone fine-tuning. They will be available for 

customers as CELOS apps as early as the first 

half of this year. Other digital themes include 

continuous expansion of monitoring possibilities 

for optimising processes and production as well 

as digital products and services. Embedded in the 

new manufacturer-neutral IIoT (industrial internet of 

things) platform, ADAMOS, DMG MORI offers its 

customers and suppliers integrated and open end-

to-end digitisation solutions.

DMC 80 FD duoBLOCK: Maximum productivity 

and top surface quality

5-axis simultaneous machining is increasingly 

being developed as a key technology. Furthermore, 

automation and combined milling and turning are 

becoming more important. With about 4,500 

duoBLOCK machines successfully sold, DMG MORI 

has been at the forefront of this development. One 

of these models is the DMC 80 FD duoBLOCK 

universal machining centre equipped with a pallet 

changer, demonstrating enhanced flexibility and 

productivity with improvements of 30 percent in 

their core characteristics of precision, performance 

and efficiency. 

CTX 2500|700: Universal high-performance 

turning

The CTX 2500|700 from DMG MORI, combining 

the precision, performance and stability of two 

successful CNC lathes, represents the new 

standard in universal turning. The rigid machine 

bed and stable guideway arrangement is based on 

that of the NLX 2500|700, of which 10,000 have 

been sold, while the VDI turret and the SIEMENS 

840D solutionline control were adapted from the 

CTX beta 800. 

When it comes to performance, the CTX 2500|700 

excels with its turnMASTER spindles. A 10” chuck 

model with 4,000 rpm, 26 kW and 525 Nm or 

optionally a 12” chuck version with 3,500 rpm, 

30 kW and 1194 Nm are available. The counter 

spindle has a 6” chuck as standard and achieves 

7,000 rpm, up to 11 kW as well as 70 Nm. An 

8” chuck with 5,000 rpm, 32 kW and 360 Nm is 

offered as an alternative. 

NHX 5000: Horizontal machining with high 

speed and high precision

The NHX 5000 2nd Generation is a general-

purpose, horizontal-spindle machining centre 

enabling high-efficiency, continuous machining 

and efficient production in areas such as the 

automotive sector. The machine’s robust bed 

provides stable, high-quality machining. The X- and 

Z-axis guideways are positioned to maximise the 

rigidity of the bed, column and spindle. The entire 

structure is optimised for increased static and 

dynamic rigidity. 

DMU 50 3rd Generation: High-quality 

equipment for price-conscious users

The compact DMU 50 3rd Generation sets new 

standards in 5-sided to 5-axis simultaneous 

machining. With its extended swivel range, more 

powerful spindle and its innovative cooling, it 

provides a competitive edge in a multitude of 

sectors. Areas of application range from training, to 

general mechanical engineering, fixture production 

and on to include work in demanding industries 

such as aerospace, medical and automotive.

Holistic Digitalisation & Productive 
Complete Machining

Innovative CNC technology will be presented by 

DMG MORI on its 700 sq metre stand, H20-490.

Latest fiber laser solutions will be demonstrated 

on stand 505, hall 17 at MACH 2018

Visit: www.dmgmori.com Visit: www.axestatus.com

DURMA HD-F 3015 fiber laser, high technology cutting machine with the latest 

Mk IV specification.

• Table length 3060mm, table width 1530mm

• Accuracy ±0.3mm

• Head speed 100m/min, acceleration 20m/S²

• IPG 4kW Fiber Laser Source with tropical chiller

• Control unit Siemens SL 840D / 500 MB

• Motorised slug parts transfer conveyor

• Bevel head

• Tube cutting device, max 400mm²

• Camera

• Auto Focus Precitec Procutter Fiber Cutting Head 6” Lens

• Shuttle table (Automatic palette change system) 

• External Lantek Expert Cut 11 Software with Auto nesting

Fiber lasers outshine with its fast cutting 

and energy efficient abilities, especially 

when compared to CO2 lasers.

Easy use, maintenance and service has 

been achieved by the high technology 

of Fiber Lasers. Globally recognized 

efficient components used in DURMA 

Fiber Lasers add value to your 

company.

Rack & Pinion and Linear Motor Motion technologies allows us achieve 3G 

acceleration. Durma always strive to serve quality, performance and efficiency 

to their clients.

There are not any intermediate load transmitting elements between the motor 

and pinion which could cause precision losses. High precision two-day hardened 

helical racks with low clearance make it possible to achieve very high acceleration 

(10m/S²) speed (100m/min) and accuracy (0.05mm) values.

DURMA Fiber Laser is unrivalled with its rigid body structure, perfect filtration 

system, compact design, efficiency and user friendliness.

As a total supplier of sheet metal manufacturing with almost 60 years experience, 

Durma understands and recognizes the challenges, requirements and 

expectations of the industry. Durma strive to satisfy the ever higher demands of 

their customers by continuously improving their products and processes while 

researching and implementing the latest technologies. 

In the three Durma production plants, with a total of 150,000m² they dedicate 

1,000 employees to delivering high quality manufacturing solutions at the best 

performance -to-price ratio in the market.

Axe & Status Machinery Ltd have represented Durma as their exclusive UK 

distributor since 2002.

DURMA “THE WINNING FORCE” 
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At MACH 2018, it is the internal investment 

program and ITC product extensions that will be 

prominently promoted by the Tamworth based 

technology leader.

On Stand H20-650, ITC will be drawing the attention 

of show visitors to the new range of micro-tools that 

are manufactured on the company’s Rollomatic 

GrindSmart Nano 6. As the first GrindSmart Nano 

6 installed in the UK, the new addition gives ITC 

the opportunity to manufacture cutting tools from 

0.2mm to 2.0mm with concentricity tolerances 

below 0.001mm. This ultra precise 6-axis grinding 

centre with an integrated robot loading facility 

has been working around-the-clock since it was 

installed; producing the most precise micro tools 

manufactured in the UK. 

The result of this new technology and the additional 

machine tool investments has now seen ITC extend 

the diameter range of its most popular product 

lines. With many of the Tamworth manufactured 

solid carbide end mill lines previously available in 

diameters from 3 to 25mm, the new GrindSmart 

Nano 6 has enabled ITC to extend current product 

lines with diameters starting from 1mm. At present, 

the micro product extensions have been made 

available to the most popular product lines. This 

includes the market leading 2001, 2022, 2152, 

2161, 2162, 2171, 2072, 3051, 3081, 3091, 4032, 

4072, 4081 and 4121 Series. 

Not only has ITC extended the product lines to 

cater for diameters down to 1mm, the company 

also offers a variety of diameter increments to suit 

the needs of the end user. The enhanced product 

ranges with micro dimensions incorporate 2, 3 

and 4 flute solid carbide end mills with a choice 

of diamond, AlTiN and Cupro coated tools to 

support the efficient machining of everything 

from aluminium through to steel, hardened steel, 

graphite, aluminium alloys and more. Among the 

selected product lines is a variety of square and ball 

nosed tools with geometries to suit all machining 

applications.  

Alongside the exciting micro-tooling portfolio 

will be the impressive new thread-mill line. ITC 

has published a new brochure to promote the 

company’s brand new range of Cyber GP thread-

mills. This latest extension to the range of UK 

manufactured solid carbide products includes 

metric, metric fine, UNC, UNF, BSP, NPT and also 

a selection of mini thread-mills. Manufactured with 

through coolant, helical flutes and TiAlN coatings 

for rapid chip evacuation and extended tool life 

and performance, the new thread-milling series 

is available with a variety of shank diameters, 

lengths, flute numbers and thread pitches. The 

new thread mill line is the result of continued and 

extensive investment at ITC and manufacturers 

can download a copy of the thread-mill brochure 

via www.itc-ltd.co.uk Alternately, you can visit 

us on Stand H20-650 at MACH and speak to 

our industry experts that will be armed with all 

the products and knowledge to improve your 

productivity and reduce your costs.

ITC Will Stand-Out
In the last two years Industrial Tooling Corporation (ITC) has expanded its facility, 

invested heavily in new technology and significantly increased its product offering with 

the addition of the full-line of Widia indexable insert tools and the world leading BIG 

KAISER brand of tooling and toolholding technology. 

A nimble, large scale portable laser scanner will be 

among a raft of new measurement solutions launched by 

Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence at MACH on stand 

H18-430.

MACH 2018 marks the beginning of a new collaboration 

between Toshiba Machine partner, TM Robotics and its new 

distributor, RARUK Automation. 

Visit: www.itc-ltd.co.uk

Visit: www.hexagonmi.com
Visit: www.tmrobotics.co.uk 

The Leica Absolute Scanner LAS-XL not only offers a scan-line width of up 

to 600 mm and measurement stand-off distance of up to a full metre, but 

also accuracy to within 150 microns. Hexagon says the scanner’s expanded 

measurement field and point acquisition rate means components and 

assemblies such as large blade surfaces or aircraft and rail carriage interiors 

can be fully digitised faster than ever before.

Speed is also the hallmark of Hexagon’s ROMER Absolute all-purpose, portable 

measuring arm which will be demonstrating its rapid 3D data capture capability 

with its new integrated RS4 scanner.

In addition, Hexagon’s stand will showcase its new, fully automatic SENMATION 

sensor exchange system on a Leitz PMM-Xi ultra high accuracy, co-ordinate 

measuring machine. The system provides a swift, seamless exchange between 

different sensing technologies.

“MACH represents an important opportunity to explain to customers about how 

our new measurement solutions will help shape smart change on the shopfloor 

and why quality data can drive productivity,” said David Brown, Hexagon 

Manufacturing Intelligence UK general manager.

Following a search for a strong UK 

sales partner, TM Robotics chose 

RARUK because of the company’s in-

depth technical knowledge and clear 

understanding of the UK robotics 

and automation market. RARUK has 

an extensive sales team, but this is 

backed up by a team of highly technical 

automation engineers. 

At the show, TM Robotics will be demonstrating its SCARA robot in conjunction with 

RARUK Automation’s FlexiBowl feeder throughout the week-long exhibition. RARUK 

Automation was recently appointed as the official UK distributor for TM Robotics’ full 

range of SCARA, cartesian and 6-axis robots.

“MACH is the ideal platform to demonstrate how well Toshiba Machine robots 

integrate with other components of automated processes,” said Nigel Smith, 

managing director of TM Robotics. “Our high performance SCARA robots are 

able to perform reliably at maximum speeds with continuous operation. Ideal for 

moving small parts, the SCARA machine is the perfect match for a bowl feeder 

like RARUK Automation’s FlexiBowl. Whether you need to automate processes in 

food, pharmaceutical, automotive or even cosmetics manufacturing, this is the ideal 

combination for you.”

Smart Measurement Solutions Automation Experts Collaborate
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Making their MACH debut the new modular 

mini chucks from Hainbuch will bring 

a new era of compatibility and 

flexibility for customers buying this 

exceptional modular system. The 

leading workholding specialist has 

also developed the SPANNTOP mini 

chuck to make it compatible with an adapter ring in order to use the new 

modular system. The exciting MANDO Adapt mandrel and the corresponding 

jaw module already work perfectly with the new SPANNTOP mini, meaning 

complete autonomy for your small component clamping needs.

 

Unlike the SPANNTOP mini chuck, the configuration for the TOPlus system 

is a little different. Whereas the SPANNTOP uses an adaptor ring, the TOPlus 

system has a ring of attachment holes to secure the market leading jaw 

module.  The groundbreaking SPANNTOP and TOPlus Mini Series are offered 

with a full through-bore plus a variety of standard lengths to suit all machine 

types and drawtube configurations. 

 

Making a MACH debut will be the new Magnet Module. This exciting new 

concept has been developed for the processing of complicated components 

or thin walled parts. Designed and developed with Neodymium ‘Super 

Strength’ magnets, the new Magnet Modules are compatible with standard 

Hainbuch workholding chucks, such as the extremely popular TOPlus and 

SPANNTOP systems.

 

With just a single screw that activates the magnet, the new Magnet Module 

provides ease of use and very fast clamp and un-clamping times. Incorporating 

a magnet on/off operation screw and super strength magnets that provide a 

maximum holding force of up to 140 N/cm², the Hainbuch Magnet Module is 

an extremely flexible and robust system.

 

Another addition to this exceptionally flexible product line-up is the Centrex 

face drive attachment. From a customer benefit perspective, the face drive 

attachment is ideal for machining a workpiece over its entire length. The 

Centrex delivers improved concentric precision whilst stabilising the geometric 

tolerances. By simply inserting the clamping device and tightening three 

screws, the Centrex delivers precision and repeatability that is beyond alternate 

workholding solutions.

An acknowledged innovator in the field of metalworking, ISCAR has 

taken the company’s popular IQ concept of machining intelligently even 

further by applying a wide range of advanced logical developments. The 

result is what the company is describing as a new standard in cutting tool 

excellence. 

The application of ‘LOGIQ’ has allowed the development and launch of 

multiple advanced new cutting-tool families and has also enabled existing 

tooling ranges to be further upgraded. New LOGIQ introductions, being 

exhibited at MACH 2018, include progressive new cutting geometries 

and robust locking mechanisms that guarantee stable, vibration free 

machining with superior repeatability, innovations that assist users in 

maximizing equipment utilisation and optimising performance.

ISCAR’s new LOGIQ indexable inserts are equipped with sophisticated 

chip formers and also feature innovative geometries that enable soft cuts 

to be achieved at high feed rates. New LOGIQ solid carbide tools have 

been developed with inventive designs that feature substantially increased 

anti-vibration characteristics, whilst the latest cemented carbide grades 

reflect ISCAR’s forward looking philosophy and know-how in powder 

metallurgy and coating technologies. The LOGIQ tool-holding line includes 

heat-shrink-fit and vibration-dampening devices which significantly 

improve performance in areas were tool rigidity is a critical parameter. 

LOGIQ turning applications offer a range of new ISCAR solutions that 

enable a decrease in machining loads and the production of thinner and 

wider chips. ISCAR’s LOGIQ developments also help to resolve vibration 

issues and improve coolant flow capabilities. Last but now least, advanced 

drilling tool concepts delivered by LOGIQ enables significant productivity 

gains, high-accuracy capabilities and excellent repeatability.

Hainbuch Set to Grip the Crowds
On Stand H19-120 Hainbuch will be introducing a host of new 

technologies to MACH alongside established product lines 

that have certainly proven themselves in the marketplace.

ISCAR will be introducing what is the company’s largest 

ever range of advanced cutting tools at MACH 2018 – the 

LOGIQ range. 

Visit: www.hainbuch.com

Visit: www.elesa.com

Visit: www.iscar.co.uk

Pure LOGIQ on the ISCAR Stand Elesa at MACH
Featured on the Elesa stand – Hall 6, No. 72 - will 

be their IP65-7 direct dial digital position indicators 

with electronic mechanism for easy set up and 

readout.

These are coupled with the Elesa wireless spindle 

positioning system which enables faster and 

more reliable machine set up by use of a wireless 

connected profile controller, which displays the 

initial set up values on each of up to 36 electronic 

position indicators. The operator can simply 

choose the appropriate menu then quickly re-set 

each spindle to its correct start position and the 

machine is “good to go”. This saves time and takes 

out much of the possibility of human error. 

The Elesa LMHD hygienic levelling feet (EHEDG 

certified) for use in bio-hazard areas such as 

food processing or other hygiene sensitive areas, 

feature mounting holes which provide rugged 

adjustable equipment mounting and facilitate 

reduced cleaning work – which can be up to 25% 

of the production time. Thus leaving more time 

available for production, with less use of resources 

such as fresh water, energy and cleaning agents, 

also with less waste water to process, and so lower 

total costs.

A wide range of industrial levelling feet complement 

the needs of equipment manufacturers, many are 

in stainless steel for heavy duty application and 

special designs with vibration damping pads to 

prolong equipment life or for use on conveyor 

systems.

The Elesa IP67 CFSW safety switch and hinge unit 

also on display facilitates safe operation of access 

panels and control equipment.

The extensive Elesa range of standard machine elements is designed around the 

needs of manufacturing in all industry sectors, many of which will be on display at 

the 2018 MACH Exhibition, taking place on 9th – 13th April at NEC Birmingham.
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“Our theme this year is ‘Connectivity’,” says 

Andrew Armstrong, FANUC UK’s sales and 

marketing manager. “Alongside a selection of our 

most recent product launches, many of which will 

be making their UK debut at MACH, we will also 

be demonstrating FANUC’s capabilities within the 

emerging markets of artificial intelligence, Industry 

4.0 and the IoT.”

The stand, which will include a range of robot 

models across FANUC’s collaborative, SCARA, 

and machine-tending portfolios, will be connected 

via a single software platform: the MT-Linki. This 

scalable operation management tool, which was 

first unveiled at EMO last year, will collect, monitor 

and display the data of every machine on the stand, 

in an easy-to-digest format for all visitors to see.

“The MT-Linki represents an easy and cost-

effective way to connect and monitor machines on 

the factory floor,” says Andrew. “The technology 

is scalable, with a connection capability of up 

to 100 machines per server. The data, which 

can be collected via a dedicated Collector PC 

software, can then be used to optimise production 

processes, maximise machine usage, or diagnose 

potential problems, all without having to visit the 

factory floor.

“This software will be joined by FANUC’s Zero 

Downtime technology, which was also unveiled at 

EMO. The ZDT will demonstrate FANUC’s abilities 

within condition monitoring: an arguably quick 

and easy win for manufacturers looking to adopt 

Industry 4.0.”

Three of the cells connected by MT-Linki will 

showcase FANUC’s RoboMachine capabilities 

within electronic discharge machining and 

Vertical milling.

The ROBOCUT C800iB, which is the largest of 

FANUC’s wire EDMs, will be making its UK debut 

as part of a gear-cutting and hole-drilling cell, and 

will be equipped with both a FANUC CCR rotary 

table, and a bonding alloy Pentron attachment.

The C800iB is suited to high-capacity, complex 

cutting requirements, and is capable of working, 

without human interference, for extended periods 

of time. This is due to its automatic wire feeding 

functions and Core Stitch technology, a software 

that allows operators to plan cutting jobs, and 

increase unmanned machining hours.

The two ROBODRILL cells will demonstrate 

FANUC’s industry partnerships for enhanced 

capability. The D21LiB model will be integrated 

with a NIKKEN 5AX-DD200BF2 direct drive 5-axis 

unit to cut a special-edition World Cup trophy out 

of brass.

The a-DiB5 ADV, which represents the latest 

advanced series of the ROBODRILL machining 

centre, will be paired with a FANUC robot, and 

equipped with a Renishaw Equator. The Equator 

will demonstrate a no-fault-forward functionality, 

by analysing machined parts and correcting any 

perceived decline in part quality, without disrupting 

production.

Andrew Armstrong says: “We’re particularly 

excited about our ROBOCUT and ROBODRILL 

cells, which will provide a full demonstration of 

FANUC’s automated, connected capabilities. 

We’re also pleased to be partnering with Renishaw 

and Nikken, amongst others, for MACH 2018. This 

will show how FANUC can offer bespoke services 

and enhanced capabilities, depending on the 

customer’s requirements.”

Also making its UK debut will be a laser cutting 

cell featuring the latest integrated CO2 and fibre 

laser systems from FANUC. As well as offering high 

performance and reliability, FANUC CO2 and fibre 

lasers are compact, easy-to-use and cost-effective. 

They also use the same hardware systems, which 

means the laser source can be swapped out when 

required for maximum flexibility.

Open Network Capabilities
FANUC UK will demonstrate its next-generation automated capabilities, alongside its latest 

advances in robotics, RoboMachines, drives, and controls in Hall 19, stand 610

Visit: www.fanuc.com
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In Hall 7 Stand 660, Kerf will be keen to highlight the 

merits of the new Plasmaster HD (High Definition) 

system. This innovative cutting technology will be 

fitted with the latest Lincoln Electric Flexcut plasma 

system. Taking plasma cutting to a new level, this 

next generation technology offers ground breaking 

levels of performance, price, precision and cut-

quality for high definition plasma cutting.

Complementing the Plasmaster HD will be the 

popular RUR2500p with the highly acclaimed 

UltraSharp cutting technology. For subcontract 

profilers, fabricators, structural steel, construction, 

rail and heavy engineering professionals attending 

MACH, this stalwart of the Kerf stable provides end-

users with a unique cutting solution that combines 

both speed and precision with consistently 

high cut quality and the lowest possible cost of 

manufacture. 

For manufacturers that need to cut thicker 

materials, Kerf will have a heavy duty RUM4500g 

multi-head oxy-fuel cutting machine on the stand 

and be demonstrating the potential of the market 

leading RUR and RUM ranges with samples of 

finished parts that will emphasise the cut quality of 

holes and external edges that can be processed. 

Capable of cutting faster than a laser on thicker 

materials, the RUR2500 will highlight its capabilities 

and production prospects at the show. For 

It will be on show for the first time at MACH 2018 

along with a similar, next-generation version of the 

top-end TNC 640 control, hitherto unannounced.

On the latter control, multi touch-screen operation 

is made possible through use of its main computer 

and the colour flat-panel display. Using touch 

gestures on the screen, similar to those used on 

smart phones and tablets, the operator navigates 

quickly and intuitively through long lists, programs 

and tables by kinetic scrolling.

A short, slow swipe scrolls the screen over a few 

lines, while a long, fast swipe scrolls it over many 

lines. The user can stop dynamic scrolling at any 

time with a short tap, making it easy to find, for 

example, an NC block or a tool in a long program 

or tool table.

The user conveniently moves and rotates 3D 

graphics and zooms in or out by touch gestures, 

dynamically and smoothly. Soft keys are now 

operated directly on the screen, without the need 

for hardware keys. They are not needed either 

for soft key row switchover and operating mode 

selection, the respective soft keys remaining 

stationary while the others are scrolled.

The TNC 640 is HEIDENHAIN’s latest, high-

performance milling control and in addition offers 

optional control of turning functions on a machining 

centre. It uses plain language programming 

and has an optimised interface that gives users 

unrivalled insight into system operation. 

Functionality for mill-turn centres includes simple 

program-controlled switchover between milling 

and turning, comprehensive canned turning 

cycles for frequently repeated operations such as 

roughing, finishing, recessing and thread cutting, 

constant surface speed, and tool-tip radius 

compensation. Universal and high speed milling 

cycles are included, such as fast block processing, 

short control loop cycles and rapid data transfer. 

The system’s selectable, split screen mode shows 

part-program blocks in one half and graphics or 

status display in the other. A smartSelect function 

presents users with dialogue guidance for selecting 

functions quickly and easily, rather than using 

soft key format. Program creation with graphical 

support while another program is running is 

provided, and management of a tool changer and 

a pallet changer is available.

Kerf Cuts a Path to Precision & Productivity

New Touch-Screen Controls

Kerf Developments will be using MACH 2018 as the launch-pad event for the latest additions 

to its extensive plasma, waterjet and oxy-fuel cutting product portfolio. 

The first HEIDENHAIN milling control to be made available with a touch-screen was 

the TNC 620 mid-range CNC system, launched in the UK mid-2017. 

structural steel fabricators, Kerf will have available 

a selection of parts cut on the unique PythonX™ 

machine.

Visit: www.heidenhaingb.com

Visit: www.kerfdevelopments.com
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Indeed, these cost-competitive machines also 

reinforce how Ward CNC’s applications engineering 

expertise has now also successfully expanded into 

the domain of five-axis production of parts of every 

size – a skill set built on its years of success with, 

for example, Soraluce milling centres.

Part of an eight-machine display at MACH - a small 

sample of machines from the extensive ranges that 

Ward CNC represents exclusively in the UK and 

Ireland for AXILE, Hankook, Hartford, Hyundai-Wia, 

Pinacho, Soraluce, Takisawa Japan and Takisawa 

Taiwan – the ground breaking five-axis duo are the 

AXILE G8 and the Hyundai-Wia XF-2000.

The recently-introduced AXILE G8 overhead 

gantry-type VMC provides Ward CNC customers 

with a machine that has a proven track record in 

industry sectors including aerospace, where it is 

efficiently and effectively machining turbine blades, 

for example, but at a price for specification few will 

be able to match.

Indeed, the first UK user of an AXILE machine – a 

renowned supplier of aerospace and medical parts 

- reports immediate benefits from the machine, 

while Ward CNC’s productivity forecasts for both 

the G6 and G8 models include a significantly 

enhanced return on investment compared to 

alternative brands.

With 800 mm diameter table for workpieces 

weighing 1,300 kgs and X, Y and Z axes capacities 

of 670 mm by 820 mm by 600 mm, the G8 

machine has a positioning capability of 0.008 mm 

and a repeatability of 0.004 mm. Feed rate in X, Y 

and Z is 60 m/min.

Two HSK A63 motor spindles options are available 

- 39 kW, 15,000 revs/min, 187 Nm and 35 kW, 

20,000 revs/min, 130 Nm. The spindle has 20-

bar through-spindle coolant as standard, with 

options of 70-bar and higher. Twin automatic tool 

exchange carousels with 32/64, 48/96 or 60/120 

tools are available.

Also on Ward CNC’s MACH stand will be the award 

winning Hyundai-Wia XF-2000 five-axis vertical 

machining centre - the machine was awarded the 

major accolade of ‘Best New Milling Machine’ at 

EMO from MaschinenMarkt magazine.

The XF Series will initially be available in two 

versions: 

• The 40,000 revs/min XF-2000 with 300 mm 

by 300 mm by 200 mm in X, Y and Z axes, 

rapid traverse rate of 50 m/min and 200 mm 

diameter table able to accommodate 15 kg 

loads; and 

• The 15,000-40,000 revs/min XF-6300 with X, 

Y and Z axes of 650 mm by 600 mm by 500, 

a rapid traverse rate of 60 m/min and a 630 

mm diameter table able to accommodate  

loads of 600 kg.

Ward CNC’s MACH stand will also display: two 

Hartford open-fronted vertical machining centres 

– the Pro-1000 and the heavy cutting HCMC-

1682; and four other Hyundai-Wia machines 

– LM1800TTSY turning centre, L2000LSY multi-

tasking slant bed CNC lathe, the LV-450 compact 

VTL with C axis and driven tools and the iCut 

400TD open-fronted, twin-pallet/dual table vertical 

machining/tapping centre.

‘High Fives’ All-Round
for Ward CNC’s New Five-Axis Duo

The two new five-axis vertical machining centres (VMCs) being shown publicly in the UK for the first 

time by T W Ward CNC Machinery (Ward CNC) set new standards in high-quality yet cost-effective 

multi-axis machining routines – for companies of all sizes in all industry sectors.

Visit: www.wardcnc.com
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Hall 6

AJAX MACHINE TOOLS INTERNATIONAL LTD H6-42

AJAX MACHINE TOOLS INTERNATIONAL LTD H6-44

AUTOTOOL GRINDERS H6-52

BH TUNGSTEN GRINDERS LTD H6-710

CARBOLITE GERO  H6-748

DAVIS SCIENTIFIC TREATMENTS H6-300

DOOSAN INDUSTRIAL VEHICLE UK LTD. H6-150

DYCOMET COLD SPRAY TECHNOLOGY H6-742

E & K AUTOMATION LTD   H6-234

E-MAX SYSTEMS  H6-111

EUROPEAN POWDER METALLURGY ASSOCIATION H6-744

EUROPEAN SPRINGS & PRESSINGS H6-316

HALIFAX RACK & SCREW CUTTING COMPANY H6-312

HPC GEARS LTD  H6-62

KABEL SCHLEPP METOOL   H6-156

LABFAX LTD H6-220

MATSUURA / LUMEX   H6-762

NABERTHERM GMBH   H6-746

NEWMONT ENGINEERING   H6-134

POLIBRAS – ABRASIVOS E POLIMENTO S.A. H6-700

POWER CAPACITORS LTD   H6-112

PUMPS & EQUIPMENT LTD H6-70

SEELEY INTERNATIONAL   H6-56

SOCIETY OF OPERATIONS ENGINEERS H6-152

STAINLESS FINISHING SOLUTIONS LTD H6-636

STARCKE ABRASIVES   H6-548

TOOLING INTELLIGENCE   H6-157

TRADE FREIGHT INTERNATIONAL LTD H6-302

WDS COMPONENT PARTS LTD H6-416

ZHEJIANG JINFULONG   H6-58

 Hall 7

ANGLIA HANDLING   H7-122

AV INNOVATE LTD   H7-644

CLAMPTEK ENTERPRISE CO LTD H7-56

ECOTILE FLOORING LTD   H7-54

HEBEI HUAYUAN MACHINE TOOL ACCESSORIES CO., LTD .H7-68

LIGHTHOUSE (UK) LTD   H7-62

LUBRICATION H7-139

NMS 3D UK H7-104

OKE PRECISION CUTTING TOOLS CO., LTD H7-121

PECM MAGAZINE  H7-114

PERFECT BORE H7-103

POTTERTONPACS LTD   H7-120

QUICKVEND H7-101

R&D FUNDING GROUP   H7-130A

RAPIDTYPES H7-102

SHANDONG LEIMING CNC LASER EQUIPMENT CO., LTD H7-646

STERLING ASSET SOLUTIONS LTD H7-648

SUNDSTROM H7-123

TURBO-CLEAN GMBH   H7-64

WESTERN BUSINESS PUBLISHING H7-60

WOODSHIRES BUSINESS SOLUTIONS H7-130B

  Hall 17

ACSYS LASERTECHNIK GMBH H17-134

ANSYS SPACECLAIM   H17-466

ATS APPLIED TECH SYS. H17-3

BEIJING HBS SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CO LTD  H17-122

BIRLA PRECISION TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED H17-16

BONAL TECHNOLOGIES INC. H17-450

BONAL TECHNOLOGIES INC. H17-450

COHERENT (DEUTSCHLAND) GMBH  H17-110

COMPLETE LEAN SOLUTIONS H17-236

CRANFIELD UNIVERSITY H17-376

DIFFERENTIA CONSULTING H17-9

ECI SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS H17-5

ESTA EXTRACTION   H17-562

FIMARK LTD H17-111

FORTUNE PACIFIC LIMITED H17-331

GREAT CENTRAL PLASTICS LTD H17-375

HINGEROS LTD H17-20

IN2GRATE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS H17-680

KYOCERA SGS PRECISION TOOLS EUROPE LTD H17-21

LIEBHERR VIERZAHNTECHNIK GMBH H17-335

LIGHTHOUSE (UK) LTD   H17-6

MANUFACTURING INSTITUTE H17-251

MSL MEDIA H17-8

NEUTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES H17-462

PUNEX INTERNATIONAL LTD H17-559

SKILLS TRAINING UK H17-34

THE ROBERT GIBBS CONTRACTING CO LTD H17-234

TURBO VACCUMENTATION LTD H17-2

UNIVERSITY OF WEST OF ENGLAND H17-258

ZHUZHOU SANT CUTTING TOOLS CO LTD H17-333

Hall 18

CAJO TECHNOLOGIES   H18-204

CD MEASUREMENTS LTD   H18-338

INDYSOFT EUROPE LTD   H18-349

INTERFACE FORCE MEASUREMENTS H18-305

MEWBURN ELLIS LLP PATENT AND TRADEMARK ATTORNEYSH 18-109

NSK NAKANISHI INC. C/O TS TECHNOLOGY H18-12

PORTMAN ASSET FINANCE H18-102

PRO-MICRON H18-324

ROYAL TOOL CONTROL LTD H18-100

Hall 19

ASH VISION H19-345

EASY-METRIC SARL   H19-334

SAFETY & HEALTH ENGINEERING PARTNERSHIP H19-14

SENSOFAR METROLOGY   H19-343

UNIS GROUP UK – EDMIR LTD H19-2

ZEMAN BAUELEMENTE   H19-354

 

Hall 20

COLT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED H20-10

CRC INDUSTRIES LTD / AMBERSIL H20-30

DIAMOND GROUND PRODUCTS LTD H20-856

DUNCHURCH TECHNICAL SERVICES H20-943

ENGINEERING SUBCONTRACTOR H20-22

FLOWDRILL UK LTD   H20-20

HELM INSTRUMENT COMPANY INC H20-2

ICOTEK LIMITED  H20-942

INDUSTRIAL CLUTCH PARTS LTD H20-421

MAGMAWELD H20-867

MECANICA COMERCIAL MECO SL H20-34

NIDEC ARISA/ MINSTER   H20-350

OERLIKON H20-329

OLYMPUS TECHNOLOGIES   H20-944

PDJ VIBRO LTD  H20-48

PDJ VIBRO LTD  H20-50

PHOENIX CNC SUPPORT LTD H20-828

POSITHREAD UK LTD   H20-820

PRESS TECHNIQUES LIMITED H20-321

PRESSCARE UK LTD   H20-7

SCHNELLDORFER MASCHINENBAU GMBH H20-868

SHEEN PUBLISHING   H20-33

SIMPLY ASSET FINANCE   H20-23

SISTECO MAQUINAS-HERRAMIENTA S.L H20-28

VOITH TURBO LTD   H20-322

VOORTMAN GROUP H20-166

WELDLOGIC EUROPE LTD   H20-854
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The new grades AC8015P and AC8035P provide 

users with higher stability through improved wear 

resistance, reduced crater damage, improved 

surface smoothness and lower stress cutting due to 

the recently introduced patented coating process.

The AC8000P series was initially launched with 

AC8025P for more general turning and light 

interrupted cuts, however, following the successful 

introduction, the series has now been expanded 

to include AC8015P for more continuous cutting 

cycles and AC8035P for heavy duty and interrupted 

cut operations.  The series can be used over a wide 

range of steels from soft, low carbon types through 

to high carbon and high alloy steels. There is also an 

extensive range of chipbreaker styles to suit specific 

applications

Sumitomo’s Absotech Platinum Technology, a 

boride-based CVD titanium compound provides 

an outer, highly protective coating layer to create 

the ideal balance between wear resistance and 

toughness with the substrate material.  This has the 

benefit of reducing any residual stress that could 

cause chipping, fracture and notch wear on the five-

stage multi-layer structure of the turning insert.

The new grade AC8015P has been developed for 

higher speed, continuous cutting operations giving 

up to twice the resistance to crater wear due to 

chip adhesion than conventional grade inserts and 

AC8035P has up to double the fracture resistance 

to withstand heavy interrupted cutting cycles than 

conventional grade inserts.  Meanwhile, the existing 

general application and light interrupted AC8025P 

insert is well-proven in providing double the levels of 

coating adhesion, chipping and breakage resistance 

over more conventional grades of insert.

There is a range of 10 chipbreaker styles available to 

suit a wide variety of applications providing good chip 

control, continuous/light interrupted cutting and light 

to heavy interrupted cutting.

Sumitomo Extends Its Absotech Platinum 
Patented Coated Turning Grades

MACH 2018 will provide Sumitomo Electric Hardmetal with the platform to introduce 

two new grades to its highly successful AC8000P series of Absotech Platinum 

chemical vapour deposition (CVD) coated turning grades for steel.

YMT MACH exhibition staff will be demonstrating the advanced 

abilities of a Hedelius 5 Axis Machine, two YCM Machining Centres, one 

a 3-axis, the other a full 5-axis machine, a Goodway CNC Turning Centre 

and an Erowa Automation System. 

To illustrate the advanced capabilities of the comprehensive GROB 

range of machine tools, company staff will be demonstrating the 

latest evolution of the renowned GROB G-Series, the G350 Generation 

2, at MACH 2018 – stand H20-640.

Visit: www.sumitomotool.com 

Visit: www.grobgroup.com Visit: www.ymtltd.co.uk Visit: www.cgtech.co.uk

These machine tools will be fitted with a 

range of YMT accessories to help illustrate 

the impressive advantages they provide.

Amongst several YMT products making 

MACH debuts is the Detron 5th Axis 

GFA210-S CNC Rotary table. Part of the 

large Detron range, the robust, accurate 

device features a super pneumatic clamp, a worktable diameter of 210mm and a 

centre Bore Diameter 65H7. Also new at MACH, the company’s 5th Axis RockLock 

zero point fixtures. The robust, extremely secure manual system has a quick change 

action and provides high levels of accuracy. 

Another advanced YMT production aid making a bow at MACH is the Alfa-Set 33 

Swift, bench-top tool presetting machine. The accurate, cost-effective model has an 

X axis of 250mm a 380mm Z axis. YMT’s Alfa-Set range of presetting machines allow 

accurate tooling offset data to be supplied to CNC machines, enabling programs to 

be run at optimal levels and components to be produced within tolerance.

YMT - Affordable Technology

The latest version of VERICUT, V8.1, will be featured on CGTech’s stand 626, 

Hall 17. VERICUT is the world’s leading independent machine simulation, 

verification and optimisation software, simulating all types of CNC machining, 

including drilling and trimming of composite parts, water jet, riveting, robots, 

mill/turn and multi-axis machine tools. It operates independently, but can 

also be integrated with leading CAD/CAM systems, including Dassault 

Systemes CATIA, Siemens PLM NX, Autodesk PowerMill and FeatureCAM, 

Vero EdgeCAM, DP Technologies Esprit, CNC Software MasterCAM, Missler 

TopSolidCAM and Open Mind HyperMil, to provide a seamless link between the 

conceptual and the deliverable.  A key focus for the exhibition will be the time 

savings that can be achieved using the comprehensive capabilities of VERICUT. 

VERICUT Provides Protection And A Five-Sided 

Attack On Manufacturing Inefficiencies

The advanced GROB 5-axis Universal Machining 

Centre provides users with almost limitless 

possibilities for the milling of parts made from the 

most diverse and challenging of materials.

The GROB G-Series Generation 2 represents a 

unique concept as the machine’s horizontal spindle 

position allows the longest possible Z-travel path 

and optimum chip fall due to the possibility of 

overhead machining. Also, the unique arrangement 

of three linear axes minimizes the distance between 

the linear guides and the machining point (TCP), 

significantly increasing the stability of the machine.

GROB G-Series Evolution or Revolution

Even when using extremely long tools, a “tunnel” 

arrangement enables the machine to swivel and to 

machine the largest possible components within 

the work area without collision. With a swivel range 

of 230° in the A’-axis and 360° (Infinite) in the B’-

axis, the highly efficient GROB machine offers the 

greatest possible positioning flexibility. Last but not 

least, the inclusion of three linear and two rotary 

axes, allow 5-sided machining in addition to 5-axis 

simultaneous interpolation.

The GROB G-Series universal machine range 

delivers outstanding performance, exceptional 

levels of productivity, optimum availability and 

ease of maintenance access. Whether used in the 

demanding aerospace, mechanical engineering, 

tool and mould, automotive, medical or energy 

technology industries, GROB’s renowned 5-axis 

universal machining centres cover an all-embracing 

range of applications.
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The exhibition will be the launch-pad for the latest edition of hyperMILL, 

Version 2018.2. New developments in Version 2018.2 will include the new 

hyperMILL® VIRTUAL Machining Center, the Vandurit rollFEED® turning 

method and a deluge of additional new features that will simplify and enhance 

the CAM programming and machining process. And of course, the powerful 

hyperMILL® MAXX Machining performance package will demonstrate how 

machine shops can reduce cycle times by as much as a staggering 90%. 

 

With Industry 4.0 fast becoming the buzzword of the manufacturing industry, 

OPEN MIND will be providing groundbreaking demonstrations on how 

intelligent production can fit into the machine shop via the hyperMILL® 

VIRTUAL Machining Center package. The CAD/CAM specialist introduced the 

world to hyperMILL® VIRTUAL Machining at EMO 2017 through its current 

release Version 2018.1. At MACH 2018, OPEN MIND will be breaking new 

boundaries with the arrival of Version 2018.2. Built with Industry 4.0 in mind, 

the new simulation solution creates a perfect virtual rendering of reality in the 

machine based on NC data. The new innovation generates a bi-directional 

communication link between the machine control and the hyperMILL® 

VIRTUAL Machining Center to deliver a new level of process control 

and optimisation.

OPEN MIND Will Demo Industry 
4.0 hyperMILL® VIRTUAL 
Machining Package

On stand H17-620  visitors will see a raft of 

groundbreaking new CAD/CAM developments from 

OPEN MIND Technologies. 

Visit: www.openmind-tech.com

Now in its second generation and run by managing and technical directors 

David and Paul Hurley respectively, the company was established in 1983 

by their father John, the current chairman.

With an eye to succession, passing this knowledge down to David’s son 

Tom and Paul’s two sons, James and Adam, and acclimatising them to 

the world of manufacturing will form an important part of the event. All 

three third-generation family members will be in attendance during this 

year’s show, Tom having made his MACH debut in 2014.

Another theme of the stand will be to communicate the advantages of 

eliminating hand finishing, namely reduced labour costs and scrap, less 

reworking and increased consistency of finish compared with processing 

parts by hand. 

Two further topics will be highlighted. One is PDJ Vibro’s ability to deliver 

competitively priced, high quality equipment quickly ex-stock from the 

company’s Bletchley showroom and technical centre, together with the 

requisite consumables. The other area of focus will be the vast range 

of components that can be efficiently and safely processed using the 

vibratory process.

MACH 2018

Visit: www.pdjvibro.co.uk 
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Vibratory Finishing
PDJ Vibro, a leading provider of vibratory bowls, 

troughs, associated consumables, technical 

consultancy and subcontract finishing, will focus at 

MACH on the depth of experience and expertise it 

offers to customers. 
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Inspection is moving away from the metrology 

room, such that measurement is now being 

brought to the point of manufacture. The keys to 

this transition are equipment portability, simplicity, 

and flexibility. Therefore it is no surprise that the 

focus of attention at MACH 2018 for UK supplier 

of metrology systems, Measurement Solutions 

Limited (MSL), will be portable metrology and 

Automated Quality Control (AQC) using industrial 

robots. (Hall19 stand 22)

Dedicated Business Divisions

As metrology moves closer to the production floor, 

simplicity and ease of use are mandatory to enable 

those who manufacture parts to also inspect 

them. Inspection is no longer a parallel procedure, 

but rather an integral part of the manufacturing 

process. One thing is for sure – 3D scanning is 

gradually replacing traditional methods for three 

major reasons ; Speed of acquisition is much 

faster, with thousands of measurements compared 

to single point CMM’s. The density of information 

produces measurements across the whole part, 

not just at pre-determined locations. Only a short 

time is required to characterise a complete part.

3D scanning can be applied across the whole of 

manufacturing, from initial product design right 

through to final inspection. With this in mind, MSL 

has purposely separated its business activities to 

address the needs of the market, whether it is for 

portable hand-held systems, or for fully automated 

inspection and measuring solutions. The company 

is using MACH as the launch-pad for two new 

business Divisions, each dedicated to applications 

within the QC sector.

3D Scanning – More Data, More Knowledge

The new Portable Metrology Division, which focuses 

on portable hand-held measuring systems, will be 

showing the latest Creaform 3D measurement and 

scanning systems. In particular, the MetraSCAN 

3D is proving to be the fastest and most versatile 

portable scanning system available, being able to 

scan parts from typically 300mm up to 10 metres 

in size, and able to deal with any material or surface 

– castings, sheet metal, composites, machined 

surfaces, plastics, in fact just about anything. 

When paired up with the hand-held HandyPROBE 

arm-free portable CMM, the combination provides 

everything a metrology engineer needs in terms of 

dimensional inspection.

In addition, the HandySCAN 3D is still proving to 

be the leading hand-held 3D scanner for metrology 

applications. The HandySCAN 3D revolution 

started almost 4 years ago, and even today there 

is no scanner that can come close to the accuracy, 

speed and in particular portability of this amazing 

hand-held and arm-free scanning technology.  

Automation – The Robots Are Coming !

Human intervention during production has for 

several years been replaced by automated robot 

systems in applications such as material handling, 

welding, assembly, etc., but measurement 

technologies have only recently been able to offer 

an open door to the world of industrial robots. 

While the traditional method of measurement is to 

remove parts from the production line and measure 

them in a dedicated measuring room, demands 

from production are for faster “in process” 

measurements. However, programming robots is 

not easy, especially for metrology engineers and 

QC teams who are used to using CMM software. 

Similarly, experienced robot programmers do 

not have the necessary metrology experience to 

understand the requirements of QC and inspection. 

The problem is further complicated by the vast 

array of robot makes and models, and also the 

various scanning technologies that are appearing 

more and more frequently.

In order to deal with this demand, MSL’s new 

Metrology Integration Division is dedicated to 

providing metrology solutions based on automated 

QC applications. Irrespective of whether the 

requirement is for a traditional CNC CMM or for an 

in-process industrial robot, the Division’s engineers 

have the knowledge and software tools to “make 

it happen”. Using the latest Metrolog X4 i-Robot 

software as the common software platform, any 

robot and any scanning device can be combined 

to create a high-speed 3D scanning solution.

New Measuring Technology
Metrology has evolved in recent years with the advent of lasers, 3D scanners, and optical technology, 

all serving to change the way we measure things. 

Visit:www.measurement-solutions.co.uk
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A theme of this year’s stand (H20-560) will be the 

company’s ability to provide an array of customised 

solutions. Such bespoke equipment can solve 

complex production problems or, in standard 

applications, substantially reduce set-up and 

idle times. The results are extra versatility, fewer 

clampings and higher levels of efficiency, accuracy 

and repeatability.

Specific innovations will be announced, including 

the availability of a new zero-point clamping 

system from the Czech Republic under a new 

agency agreement with V-Tech; and Industry 4.0 

functionality for bar magazines manufactured by 

Iemca, Italy, which is represented in the UK and 

Ireland by 1st MTA.

New Zero-Point Clamping System (New)

The highly repeatable zero-point clamping system 

from V-Tech outstanding versatility, allowing easy 

integration with existing workholding equipment 

and enabling drastic reductions in set-up times. 

Intended primarily for highly accurate, safe 

clamping of workpieces on CNC machining 

centres, the pneumatic, quick-change system 

features powerful, 24 kN retraction of the clamping 

pin in each receiver and a positioning accuracy of 

better than 5 microns. 

Advances In Bar Feeding (New)

Iemca, which manufactures short and full-length 

bar magazines, is known for introducing regular 

upgrades across its product range and for creating 

new technical solutions to improve functionality, 

reduce set-up times and shorten lathe cycles. 

Latest announcement is that an Industry 4.0 

connection is available for any new Iemca barfeed, 

allowing constant remote analysis of its condition 

and operation. Data is continuously transmitted via 

an internet link to a PC, tablet or smart phone.

Other recent innovations include a 7” LCD touch 

screen as an alternative to the standard hand 

held control on most Iemca products. An Industry 

4.0-compliant Boss bar magazine with bundle 

loader will be demonstrated on the stand at MACH.

Rotary Tables And Workholding From Kitagawa

1st MTA will promote its Kitagawa sole agency 

range rotary tables, which add 4th and 5th CNC 

axes to a 3-axis machining centre The number 

of separate machining operations needed are 

consequently reduced, improving component 

accuracy and increasing the complexity of parts 

that can be produced.

On show will be the Japanese manufacturer’s latest 

TT150 tilting type compound table with 150 mm 

faceplate. It is designed to be interfaced directly 

with a machining centre control or operated via a 

MAC mini controller. 

Chick Parts Clamping Is Flexible And Fast-

Acting

The US workholding specialist, Chick, represented 

in the UK exclusively by 1st MTA, offers a number 

of versatile solutions for clamping products quickly 

on a machining centre For example, an Indexer 

SubSystem (ISS) will be demonstrated to show 

how more components can be presented to a 

spindle by adding a fourth axis, a configuration 

that has the potential to increase a manufacturer’s 

profitability enormously.

The system on a vertical machining centre typically 

comprises four Chick Qwik-Lok twin-station 

workholding units mounted on the faces of a 

Multi-Lok square section column held horizontally 

between a rotary indexing table and a tailstock 

clamped to the machine table. On a horizontal-

spindle, 4-axis centre, the Multi-Lok is clamped to 

the rotary table.

Another Chick product on show will be the latest 

lightweight versions of its One-Lok clamping 

system, which is a superior alternative to the 

conventional, wind-up vice. 

Magnetic Workholding

To underline its pre-eminence in the workholding 

sector, 1st MTA will also present permanent-

electromagnetic clamping systems and materials 

handling products from Italian company, 

Tecnomagnete. The electrical supply is connected 

for only a few seconds to activate and then 

deactivate clamping of the workpiece, which 

during machining is gripped by the power of the 

high-energy permanent magnets. There will be a 

focus on the company’s range of compact, low 

profile MillTEC Grip magnetic workholding systems 

for 5-axis and 5-sided metalcutting applications.

Workholding and Automation 
With Bespoke Options

Machine Tool Accessories will show its extensive range of products for raising production output and 

maximising return on investment from machine tools.  

Visit:www.1mta.com
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One machine that will be on the Nederman stand 

will be the Filtac OMF2000 series of extraction 

units. Regarded as the most efficient oil mist 

filtration range for the machine tool industry, the 

new Nederman Filtac Series is based around 

Nederman’s patent-pending FibreDrain™ 

technology.  Specially designed for continuous 

operation on turning, milling and grinding machine 

tools, the new OMF Series will be connected 

The configuration at the show on stand H19-640 

will include a Cellro robotic system from Holland for 

automatically loading and unloading components. 

The compact machine is ideal for 5-sided and 

fully interpolative 5-axis production of complex 

components in one clamping. A rigid structure 

combines with high dynamic motion control to 

reduce cycle times significantly while maintaining 

accurate performance.  

On show will also be the EDAF2 sinker EDM 

machine, which features a rigid, precise structure 

Nederman to Clean-Up
with New Oil Mist Filters

On Stand H17-482, Preston based Nederman will introduce a selection from 

their extensive portfolio of oil mist filtration, dust and fume extraction, swarf 

collection and re-cycling innovations that will help show visitors clean up their 

machine shops whilst being compliant to H&SE directives, reducing costs and 

increasing productivity. 

MACH 2018 will mark the UK launch of the new DA300 5-axis, 

trunnion-type, vertical-spindle machining centre from Japanese 

machine tool builder, Makino, which is represented exclusively 

in the UK and Ireland by NCMT Ltd 

to an oil mist generating ‘test-rig’ at MACH to 

demonstrate how effective the OMF series is at 

removing and controlling airborne oil mist particles 

within the machine envelope. 

Incorporated into the new line of Nederman Filtac 

OMF units, the FibreDrain™ filters make it possible 

to capture even the smallest submicron droplets 

and drain them back to the process with maintained 

filtration efficiency. The exceptional fluid drainage 

capacity of the OMF 2000 will ensure maximum 

coolant retrieval and reduce coolant consumption. 

The FibreDrain™ design also extends filter life and 

reduces operating costs. 

Visit: www.nederman.co.uk

Visit: www.mmc-hardmetal.com

Visit: www.mapal.com

Visit: www.ncmt.co.uk 

Super-Fast 5-Axis

and integral thermal cooling of the Y- and 

Z-axis cast components to ensure long-term 

accuracy. Free access to the working area is 

due to a programmable, three-sided drop-tank 

system. Unattended machining is extended by 

automatic electrode exchange and automated 

workpiece delivery and removal options. Fluid 

cooling maintains the dielectric at a constant 

temperature for stable burning conditions. A high 

precision C-axis head is an additional feature and 

electrodes weighing up to 50 kg may be used.

The machine uses Makino’s latest Hyper-i control 

system with an interface similar to that found on 

tablets and smartphones.
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The arrival of the new CPR500/510 replaceable head reamer will be a 

centrepiece of the hole-making series with its optimised cooling channels. The 

new CVD coated reamers will significantly extend tool life as the solid carbide 

replaceable heads introduce a new coating technology that has been especially 

developed for cast machining. 

Complementing the new reaming line will be a complete programme of ISO 

indexable inserts for boring steel, stainless steel and heat-resistant cast-

steel. This new ISO indexable insert series will be available as standard or as 

special designs. The new product line incorporates new PVD and CVD coating 

developments and an optimised carbide substrate that permits users to find the 

best-fit solution for specific applications.  

In 2016 MAPAL defined a new standard in drilling with its Tritan-Drill range. The 

drills with three cutting edges were extended at EMO 2017 with a specially 

adapted version for machining steel. This new line will make its UK show debut 

at MACH 2018. With the new Tritan-Drill-Steel, cost-effective hole-making with 

reliability and process stability is now a reality. The stability of the Tritan-Drill-

Steel is due to the completely new cutting edge design that is different to the 

universal use Tritan-Drill-Uni. 

For manufacturers looking for innovative milling solutions at MACH, MAPAL will 

be extending its programme of solid carbide high-performance milling cutters 

for roughing applications with the new OptiMill-Uni-Wave. This full slot milling 

series makes a groove depth of up to 2xD possible. With the new milling cutter 

that can be used for many materials, the level of performance is significantly 

increased compared with previous existing HPC milling cutters.  To achieve this, 

MAPAL has developed a highly ductile carbide substrate with an extremely wear-

resistant coating and special cutting edge preparation. These developments 

generate 50% longer tool life than comparable HPC milling cutters. 

For face milling operations, MACH will see the UK arrival of a new generation 

of milling tools for cutting depths up to 4mm. With replaceable PCD milling 

cartridges, the new PowerMill-Blue is the cutter of choice when machining 

aluminium in the automotive industry.

Multi-functional: VPX has the ability to be used over 

an extremely wide range of milling functions, ranging 

from standard shoulder milling through to ramping 

and pocketing. This multi-functionality was a key 

factor in the original design parameters, together with 

the knowledge that today’s customers require both 

high performance and optimum usability to reduce cutting tool inventories.

Tangential double sided inserts: The insert geometry provides the required 

toughness together with the ability of multi-functionality. Importantly, the inserts are 

double sided and therefore provide the essential element of economy. 

Insert grades and coatings: 12 different types, including the latest MP6100, 

MP7100 and MP9100 series of grades are offered to cover machining of materials 

from carbon, stainless and hardened steels through to cast iron and difficult-to-cut 

materials. 

VPX 200 and 300 series cutters are available in 2 different sizes to accommodate 

both large and smaller machines. The 200 series has 09 size inserts, whilst the 300 

has larger 12 size inserts and both series are available in shank, screw-in and arbor 

types, ranging from Ø16 - Ø80.

Tough and Multi - New VPX 200 & 300 Indexable 
Tangential Insert Cutter Series

Mitsubishi Materials extensive high performance, indexable insert 

milling cutter range has been expanded to include a brand new type - 

VPX. This innovative new tool will be on display for the first time in the 

UK on Mitsubishi’s stand at MACH, Hall 6 Stand 320

MAPAL to Premiere New 
Tooling Lines

MAPAL will introduce its new c-COM cloud based data platform 

as well as launching its extended hole-making line. 
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In the case of the 104 and 106 systems, customers 

will see new insert additions with a range of new 

diameters, radii and lengths. With regard to the 

305 Series, MACH will see the arrival of an entirely 

new indexable insert with sintered rake geometry, 

an increased range of inserts and new clamping 

holders for sliding heads as well as modular 

systems.

From a milling perspective, Guhring will be keen to 

demonstrate its new Ratio® line of roughing end 

mills.  With flat crested geometry and an optimised 

roughing profile that demonstrates 60% longer service life, the new Ratio® 

high-performance roughing cutter has several geometry adjustments aimed at 

providing performance far beyond competitor products. 

Alongside the Ratio® will be the extremely popular RF100 Diver series of 

end mills that has also been enhanced. The enhanced version at MACH will 

introduce optimised internal cooling channels and a program expansion for 

ramp drilling, grooving, rough finishing and finish milling. The RF 100 Diver 

has been designed for customers with constantly changing requirements. 

This means it is suitable for five operations with just one tool. One of the 

several updates is the new optimised bore cooling for drilling operations on 

axial cooling channels and in the case of milling applications, radial cooling 

channels.

MACH 2018 will see the arrival of the new PIONEX, the next generation of 

taps. This high performance tapping line incorporates a new polygon shape 

that generates 30% less torque that coincides with a geometric change of the 

taps. The PIONEX thread-formers are based on a newly developed powder-

metallurgical cutting tool material that demonstrates a higher wear resistance 

than previously reached. 

Industry 4.0 will also be a focal point for Guhring at MACH 2018 with the 

German innovator introducing enhancements to its software-based tool 

management system. Conventional production is undergoing profound 

change as Industry 4.0 shapes the communication and Information Technology 

platforms in industrial production

For further information on these new arrivals, contact Guhring or come and 

visit us at MACH 2018 on Stand 540 in Hall 18.

UK Show Premieres
Guhring will present three new turning systems. The new 104 

and 106 Series for grooving, boring, broaching and threading and 

the 305 system, a three-fold interchangeable indexable insert for 

external and internal machining will all be shown at MACH.

Visit: www.guhring.co.uk

Visit: www.kasto.com

Visit: www.xyzmachinetools.com

The KASTOwin pro AC 5.6 offers short cutting 

times, long blade life and intuitive operation. It 

is available in the UK and Ireland through the 

company’s Milton Keynes subsidiary, which will 

exhibit the machine for the first time at a MACH 

show.  The automatic bandsaw is suited to cutting 

solid material, tubes and profiles, particularly 

in steel production and stockholding, machine 

manufacturing and the automotive industry. 

Compared with standard KASTOwin machines, 

the bandsaw can increase production efficiency 

by between 50 and 100 percent, more in some 

instances, depending on the type of blade and the 

material being cut.

Another KASTO bandsaw to make a first 

appearance at a MACH show will be a 

representative model from the company’s latest 

range of swing-frame, pivoting-bow bandsaws 

for workshops. The versatile KASTOmicut is 

designed for high accuracy cutting to length and 

mitre cutting of tubes, sections and solid materials.  

KASTOmicut saws have a cutting range of 260 

mm for rounds and 310 x 260 mm for flat stock. 

Shortest cut length is 6 mm, with a residual length 

of 15 mm for manually cut pieces or 40 mm in 

automatic operation. Cutting accuracy is 0.1 mm 

per 100 mm of height. Mitre cuts are possible at 

continuously adjustable angles from -45 to +60 

degrees. Many accessories are available including 

a rotary table to support the material. 

In further support of ecology in manufacturing, 

KASTO introduced in 2017 an energy-efficient 

storage tower designed to provide a compact, 

standardised solution for automated storage 

and retrieval of material. Besides being suitable 

for storing sheet metal in a wide range of sizes, 

KASTOecostore can also hold euro-pallets and 

stillages. This makes it ideal for applications 

involving different materials in small businesses, 

workshops and maintenance shops. It can also be 

used as a buffer store between production areas in 

factories, close to machinery if necessary.

Ecological Equipment for Sawing and Storage
KASTO has introduced a high performance, economically priced bandsaw optimised 

to extract the best possible performance from either a tungsten carbide tipped (TCT) 

blade or a bimetal blade. 

XYZ Machine Tools has been selected as an official reseller of the revolutionary HP Jet Fusion 3D printing 

solution, which uses HP’s Multi Jet Fusion 3D printing technology to print production-quality parts at speeds 

up to 10-times faster and at half the cost of comparable 3D printing systems. 

“We see this as a fantastic opportunity as 3D 

printing is a perfect addition to the machine tools 

that we currently offer. HP’s Multi Jet Fusion 

technology is taking this process to new levels of 

performance and productivity, making the process 

truly production orientated,” says Nigel Atherton, 

Managing Director, XYZ Machine Tools.

The key to the speed of this system is its Multi Jet 

technology, which delivers 30 million drops per 

second across each inch of working area. This is 

then combined with HP’s fusing and detail agents 

that allow extreme fine detail and dimensional 

accuracy to be produced with layer thicknesses 

of 0.07/0.08 mm. The quality is controlled by 

precise temperature monitoring during the printing 

process, with heat being applied or reduced 

automatically to ensure correct fusion of materials. 

Build speeds are up to 4500 cm3 per hour, which 

compares extremely favourably when compared to 

conventional material extrusion or laser sintering 

processes. In line with XYZ’s philosophy of easy 

to use control systems HP Jet Fusion 3D printing 

solutions are user-friendly and streamline workflow 

from developing component build and automatic 

packing of the print chamber. 

Visitors to the XYZ Machine Tools stand at MACH 

2018 will be able to see and discuss the benefits 

of this HP’s Jet Fusion 3D printing solutions first-

hand and witness how it can work alongside 

conventional metalcutting technology to produce a 

seamless design to manufacturing process.

XYZ Enters the World of 3D Printing
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SUBCON 2018
NEC BIRMINGHAM,  5-7 JUNE 2018

This is the must attend event to meet and 

outsource from the very best of British 

manufacturing, and world class suppliers from 

over 20 countries. Manufacturing professionals 

from all Industry sectors attend Subcon to 

benchmark new and existing suppliers, and 

develop new manufacturing partnerships. 

Subcon 2018 claims to be show designed 

Subcon the UK’s only trade show dedicated to subcontract 
manufacturing supply chains returns to the NEC in June. 

www.mscdirect.co.uk

Visit us at Subcon 2018, 

on stand H17.
See us on stand B62

www.hieta.biz

Meet us at Subcon 2018 stand H11. 

www.toengineering.co.uk

www.renishaw.com

around the visitors’ needs; they’ve rolled out a 

number of new initiatives to ensure that you have 

the very best experience prior to, and on the day 

of your visit.

Co located The Engineer Expo- will arm UK 

engineers with knowledge and inspiration. 

Engineering professionals will be greeted 

with the latest in-house manufacturing and 

design solutions, and showcase cutting-edge 

developments in a host of advanced engineering 

technologies.

Register to attend for free at:

www.subconshow.co.uk  

MSC will save you time and money by transforming 

the way you operate. We help to drive greater 

productivity, profitability and growth with over 

120,000 products, inventory management and 

supply chain solutions, and deep expertise from 

years of working across different industries.

The manufacturing world is split into two, those 

who love MSC and those who haven’t tried us yet.

We believe MSC is the only supplier with a true 

Metalworking heritage, which also has an extensive 

Maintenance, repair and operation (MRO) offering. 

As a consequence, you can trust MSC to satisfy 

all your manufacturing needs. We are confident 

that with our unrivalled technical support, industry-

leading customer service and stock availability will 

help keep your production running smoothly.

Unbeatable stock availability, 97% delivered 

next working day, removing the stress from your 

working day

Technical expertise, with bespoke Engineering 

support to streamline processes and save you time 

and money

Accredited Customer Service Team which really 

cares, to take your orders and so much more

No need to shop around, over 120,000 products 

available online

Whatever your Metalworking requirement, we offer 

a wide selection of good, better, best products. 

So, whether your criteria is industry leading quality; 

exceptional tool life; price or otherwise, you will be 

sure to find what you need. However, if you do not, 

our Technical and Engineering Experts are here to 

support you. All important when deciding on what 

tooling you use on your next job.

See MSC on Stand H17
 A leader in the supply of metalworking and maintenance, repair 
and operations (MRO) products and services

Turnell and Odell Ltd are leading precision engineers providing a range of CNC 

manufacturing and engineering services supporting prototype development, 

small batch production and volume based manufacturing for engineering, 

manufacturing and high performance technology applications.

Our quality systems are approved to ISO9001 and 

AS9100C, with our commitment to quality having 

secured us preferred supplier status with many high 

profile and prestigious companies.

By working closely with our clients and discussing 

projects at the earliest possible stage, we can often 

suggest ways in which you can make cost savings. 

We’ll be pleased to discuss your design concepts with 

HiETA Technologies Ltd is a product design, 

development and production company exploiting the 

new technology of Additive Manufacturing (AM) Using 

Selective Laser Melting we can ‘grow’ components 

from layers of very fine powders. The very high levels 

of 3D design freedom provided by the approach 

allow HiETA to create more compact and efficient 

components than conventional manufacturing 

techniques. Based in Bristol & Bath Science Park our 

Renishaw is one of the world’s leading 

engineering and scientific technology 

companies, with expertise in precision 

measurement, additive manufacturing 

and healthcare. The company supplies 

products and services used in 

applications as diverse as jet engine and 

wind turbine manufacture, through to 3D 

printing, dentistry and brain surgery. See 

what’s on offer on Stand B62

Expertise in precision 
measurement & AM

T&O Precision Engineers

you to ensure you receive the highest standards of 

workmanship combined with the best possible value-

for-money. Above all, we’ll make sure you always 

have access to the most expert advice and support 

available.

Additive Manufacturing
team are all specialists 

in AM. We can provide 

design, manufacture and 

support services across the 

whole value chain from conceptual 

design through to the application of the technology 

itself.
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Tweet Tweet
A little birdy told me...

This months top finds by your ID team, interesting, informative and 

some just for fun!  If you have an eagle eye, keep a look out and send 

your favourite tweets to via twitter @LJcunningham or email info@

industrialdirector.com

Disclaimer : MSL Media Ltd or Industrial Director Magazine claim no 

ownership of the content of these links quotes and tweets and have 

no affiliation with those mentioned.

#At #LPWTech we’re celebrating #InternationalWomensDay and the 

fantastic contribution our diverse, skilled and dynamic women have 

made and continue to make to our business success and to the 

disruptive technology that is #additivemanufacturing #ukmfg #YoE 

#NAW2018 #WomenInSTEM

Oracle - the advanced metalworking fluid management 

system provides precision engineers with real time data on 

the condition of the metalworking fluids in their machine 

tool sumps. #ukmfg #oraclehttps://s6.newzapp.co.uk/t/gtl//

MTMwNjE2NjEsMTI5Mzg5NDU2NCwxNA

JCB today makes company history with the unveiling of its first 

ever electric excavator!The brand new JCB 19C-1 E-TEC has 

been developed in top secret, at JCB’s World HQ in Staffordshire. 

Read more: http://ow.ly/c33P30iU3p0 

@LPWTechnology

@JemtechUKLtd

@JCBmachines

The #TDIChallenge 2018 is now open for entries! For #DT & 

#engineering students - simply submit their coursework projects 

so no extra work required.  Closing date 11 May. http://www.

mta.org.uk/tdi  #design #technologythey

Who said Brother machines are only good for Aluminium? Currently 

making these blocks with M8 tapped holes out of SUS 304. YG-1 INOX 

dream drills and UFS top line SP taps from @Cutwel getting the job 

done. @wmtcnc #NothingFaster #ukmfg

@MTA_Education

@CTPELtd
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